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Cc: Graham Rumens
Subject: RE: SAR Change Request
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Apologies, I put the wrong date in for MMP going into Production.
 
Attached is the updated version.
 
Good spot Graham!
 
Cheers
 
Andy
From: Andy Grocott 
Sent: Wednesday, September 20, 2023 3:19 PM
To: Chris Ashton <chris.ashton@ico.org.uk>; Suzanne Gordon <Suzanne.Gordon@ico.org.uk>
Cc: Graham Rumens <Graham.Rumens@ico.org.uk>
Subject: SAR Change Request
 
Chris/Suzanne,
 
I have attached a CR for the SAR project covering pushing the project
closure out to mid-December and detailing the additional £28k of
funding we need. @Chris Ashton I do not have a copy of your
correspondence with Angela in August, so haven’t referred to anything
being ring-fenced or set aside, but happy for you to add something
accordingly.
 
Regards
 
Andy
 

Logo Andy Grocott
Digital, Data and Technology Business Partner
Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane,
Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF

  ico.org.uk 
twitter.com/iconews
Please consider the environment before printing this email
 
If you wish to submit an information request or
want to exercise any of your data protection rights,
please forward your email to the Information
Access Team at accessicoinformation@ico.org.uk,
or you can call us to make a verbal request relating
to your personal data on our Helpline 0303 123
1113.



For information about what we do with
personal data see our privacy notice
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SAR Tool Project 
Request for Change 

 
To: Portfolio Board 

From: Andy Grocott, Scrum Master 

Date of submission:  

Project name: SAR Tool 

SRO / Project Sponsor: Suzanne Gordon 

Programme Manager / 
Project Manager: 

Scrum Master: Andy Grocott 

Project Manager: Graham Rummens 

Change Requester: Andy Grocott 

Change Number: 
(to be logged on Decision register) 

 

 

Purpose of this document 

The purpose of this form is to initiate a change request for the project. The change request 
will be tabled at the Project Steering Committee for approval, before progression to the 
Portfolio Board for assurance. The potential impact of this change requests has been assessed 
in relation to how its implementation might impact the outcomes, objectives and original 
business case for the project. 

Change category  

Check all that apply: 

□ Schedule □ Cost            □ Scope □ Other  

□ Testing/Quality □ Resources   □ Requirements/Deliverables 
 

Type of change  

Check all that apply: 
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□ Corrective Action   □ Preventative Action   □ Defect Repair □ Updates 

□ Other 

Describe the change being requested  

The ICO25 annual action plan outlines our commitment, in year one, to “develop a subject 
access request (SAR) tool to help people make requests in ways which will help organisations 
to respond effectively. The SAR Tool project mandate records that “there are no fixed 
deadlines however this is referred to in our Year 1 plan so some progress expected by Oct 
2023”. 

A minimum marketable product version of the tool (MMP) was put in to production on 02 
August and to date has had in excess of 3,000 submissions. However, additional development 
work is required to improve the functionality of the tool and improve the user journey in line 
with feedback received, so this is a request to extend the project beyond October 2023, and 
access additional funding for further development work and tool enhancements. 

The request asks for the project to be extended until 22/12/2023 and additional 
funding be allocated to allow for new functionality (all within the original scope of 
the project) to be developed. 

Describe reason for change  

The MMP version of the Tool has achieved a number of benefits and objectives set out for the 
project, for data subjects wanted to exercise their right of access. However, there are three 
key issues relating to the management and functionality of the service that need to be 
addressed and resolved before the service can be handed over to IT Help to manage and 
support in Production: 

• Welsh Language version of the service – the ICO’s Compliance Notice for Welsh 
Language decrees that we  must ensure “that when you publish a new page on your 
website or amend a page — (a) the text of that page is available in Welsh, (b) any 
Welsh language version of that page is fully functional, and (c) the Welsh language is 
treated no less favourably than the English language in relation to that page”. 
 

• Email validation – Within the MMP version of the service, users are asked to enter the 
e-mail address of the organisation they wish to send the SAR to. Currently, as the 
email is sent from the ICO’s Outlook server, any auto responses or bounce backs for 
undeliverable emails are being returned to the ICO and not the user. This has resulted 
in the project team having to manage this work manually on a daily basis. Prior to the 
service being handed over to IT Help to manage and support in production, 
development work is required to integrate with an email validation cleansing service 
and additional development work to ensure auto responses and bounce backs are 
redirected to the service user. 
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• User Identity verification – Two of the key objectives of the project were for 
organisations to find it easier to respond appropriately to SARs, and for SAR’s 
submitted through the tool to be clearer, more specific and more effective. User 
research carried out during the discovery phase of the project and initial feedback from 
Organisations who have received a SAR through the service is that there is an 
expectation that SAR’s would arrive at the organisation with information and 
documentation that allows the organisation to verify and confirm the identity of the 
requester. Additional bespoke development work is required to add this functionality to 
the service. 

Although the project mandate records no hard deadline for project cloisure, it does give a 
milestoine for a deliverable by the end of October 2023. Whilst a working MMP version of the 
service has been delivered to Prodiuction, further enhancements are required in order to 
bring this servoice up to a level of an MVP that could be moved to BAU, where it would be 
managed by the Web Product Owner and supported by IT Help. It is estimnated that two 
months additional development time is required to deliver these enhgancements, extending 
the lifetime of the project to 22/12/2023. 

Describe all alternatives considered 

Remain As-Is – This is not a viable option as we have a legal duty to provide a Welsh 
langiage service for citizens living in or operating in the principality. Further, the service 
currently requires daily management by the project team to deal with email bounce backs. It 
is not conceivable for the service to be handed over to IT Help to support, as managing the 
current bounce backs would be too resource intensive and be tantamount to handing over a 
service with a P2 bug and no plan for resolution. 

Describe any technical changes required to implement this change 

Welsh language version requires development of a mirror service, translated in to Welsh 
Language. This work will be carried out by the project team in consultation with our Web 
development partner, Shout. 

Email Validation – The SAR service will be integrated with the Data8 email cleansing look up 
service. This requires some minor development work carries out by the project team, 
supported by Shout. 

User Identity Verification – the service will be iterated to add the functionality for a user to 
upload a document that is proof of identity and a second document that is proof of address. 
The project team have developed high fidelity wireframes for this functiuonality and shared 
them with Shout, who will carry out the development work. 

All of these changes will be fully tested by both Shout’s QA and the project team test 
engineer and must meet the project definition of done before they are approved for 
deployment in the Production environment. 

Describe risks to consider for this change 
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The option to upload documentation to prove identity is oiptional, but if users elect to use this 
functionality the ICO will be processing volumes of personal data. The DPIA has been updated 
accordingly and this has also been documented accordingly on the project RAID log. 
Retention schedule remains the same with submissions and any uploaded attachment 
retained for 14 days in the event of service failure, so that the ICO can recover the 
submission and forward it on to the relevant organisation. The service clearly documents that 
it is the duty of the organisation receiving the SAR to verify the identity of the user, and not 
the duty of the ICO SAR service. 

Estimate resources and costs needed to implement this change 

Resource No. of Days When? Source? 
(corporate, 
service, external) Total Per 

Wk 

Likely to be enablers 
below 

  Insert date Insert source 

Shout Web Developer 25 

 

2.5 Oct 2023 to 
Dec 2023 

External 

Scrum Master 25 2.5 Oct 2023 to 
Dec 2023 

Corporate 

Project Management 25 2.5 Oct 2023 to 
Dec 2023 

Corporate 

UR/UX Lead 25 2.5 Oct 2023 to 
Dec 2023 

Corporate 

Product Owner 25 2.5 Oct 2023 to 
Dec 2023 

Corporate 

QA/Test Engineer 25 3 Oct 2023 to 
Dec 2023 

Corporate 

Business Analyst 25 2.5 Oct 2023 to 
Dec 2023 

Corporate.  

 

• Shout developments costs for the 3 additional pieces of functionality are estimated at 
£20,250 (25 days Develoment x £675 & VAT); and 

• Data8 Email Cleansing service - £8,000 per annum (package of up to 80,000 email 
look ups per annum.) 

Total estimated costs - £28,250 

Describe implications to the quality 
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Only quality implication would be in following an alternative course of action to remain As-Is 
(see “Describe all alternatives considered”). 

Describe impact on other deliverables  

The project closure date will change from 31/10/2023 to 30/11/2023. The implications will be 
that the Scrum Team will need to remain stood up and priroitised to support this project. 

Disposition 

□ Approve □ Reject □ Defer 

Justification of Approval, Rejection, or Deferral 

Information and description (instructions of important factors to consider when completing 
the template) 

Document Approvals 

Role Name Signature Date 

Project Board Members: 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

Portfolio Manager     

 

Approval: 

Role Name Signature Date 

Project Sponsor  Suzanne Gordon     

ET Sponsor Rob Holtom   
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Version control: 
 
Version  Date  Changes By 

0.1 20/09/2023 First draft Andy Grocott 
    

    

    

 



From: Anthony Francis
To: Graham Rumens; Hannah Smith; Greer Schick; Andy Grocott; Asad Rahman
Subject: RE: ID docs mock up
Date: 15 September 2023 08:59:45
Attachments: image001.png

image002.jpg

Hi Hannah
 
Some notes:
 
I think it’s definitely valuable to the user putting the file names in the
Preview page.
 
Shout will be able to easily tweak the File upload widget so that the
prepended hexadecimal strings are removed.
 
The help text for the file upload widgets doesn’t indicate to the user what
valid file types will be acceptable. eg .png, .jpg, .pfd, etc.
 
Thanks
Tony
 
From: Graham Rumens <Graham.Rumens@ico.org.uk> 
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2023 8:29 AM
To: Hannah Smith <Hannah.Smith@ico.org.uk>; Greer Schick <Greer.Schick@ico.org.uk>; Andy
Grocott <andy.grocott@ico.org.uk>; Asad Rahman <Asad.Rahman@ico.org.uk>; Anthony Francis
<Anthony.Francis@ico.org.uk>
Subject: RE: ID docs mock up
 
Hi Hannah
 
My observation is that the optional fields on the form are all called out in
(brackets) – except the Proof of ID. This gives the impression its NOT
optional (even though we say it is on the start screen). The uploading of
docs is the most techy bit on the form and therefore most likely to
discourage some users from completing unless we are clear alongside
the field that it is not mandatory.
 
Thanks
Graham
 



 
From: Hannah Smith <Hannah.Smith@ico.org.uk> 
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2023 4:04 PM
To: Greer Schick <Greer.Schick@ico.org.uk>; Andy Grocott <andy.grocott@ico.org.uk>; Asad
Rahman <Asad.Rahman@ico.org.uk>; Graham Rumens <Graham.Rumens@ico.org.uk>; Anthony
Francis <Anthony.Francis@ico.org.uk>
Subject: ID docs mock up
 
Hi all,
 
I have made the changes to the staging site to gather ID docs. You can check
it out here: Make a subject access request | ICO. I thought we could discuss this in
the workshop on Monday. Things I’d like to consider:
 
Start page:

Is there now too much information on this page? We need to ensure we
get people prepared to use the service, but I don’t want to overwhelm
them with info.

 
Form page:

In the first instance, Greer and I decided just to include the upload
options and have them as optional. The hope is we will get enough
people using it that we can leave it like this. The next iteration would
include making them mandatory and adding a tick box for those who
cannot provide it. I’d like to discuss the measure of success for this – eg
how many submissions without uploads is too many.
Because they are not mandatory, I have put them at the bottom of the
form – as the order org, request, info, uploads is more logical
Do we think the titles and help text are clear for the uploads.

 
Preview

I have included the uploads in the preview so that people can be assured
that a file was uploaded – do you agree with that, even though it might
be a file name of random numbers and letters.

 
Emails
 

1. I have made slight tweaks to the wording about ID to make it clear to
both parties that further action may be needed – are we happy the
guidance is clear enough?

 
Other:
 
Is there anything else we need to consider from a design, governance, or risk
perspective?
 
 
Thanks
Hannah
 
 

Hannah Smith (she/her)





From: Andy Grocott
To: Chris Ashton; Suzanne Gordon
Cc: Graham Rumens
Subject: SAR Change Request
Date: 20 September 2023 15:19:37
Attachments: image001.jpg

20230920 Request for change SAR 0.1.docx

Chris/Suzanne,
 
I have attached a CR for the SAR project covering pushing the project
closure out to mid-December and detailing the additional £28k of
funding we need. @Chris Ashton I do not have a copy of your
correspondence with Angela in August, so haven’t referred to anything
being ring-fenced or set aside, but happy for you to add something
accordingly.
 
Regards
 
Andy
 

Logo Andy Grocott
Digital, Data and Technology Business Partner
Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane,
Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF

  ico.org.uk 
twitter.com/iconews
Please consider the environment before printing this email
 
If you wish to submit an information request or
want to exercise any of your data protection rights,
please forward your email to the Information
Access Team at accessicoinformation@ico.org.uk,
or you can call us to make a verbal request relating
to your personal data on our Helpline 0303 123
1113.

For information about what we do with
personal data see our privacy notice
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□ Corrective Action   □ Preventative Action   □ Defect Repair □ Updates 

□ Other 

Describe the change being requested  

The ICO25 annual action plan outlines our commitment, in year one, to “develop a subject 
access request (SAR) tool to help people make requests in ways which will help organisations 
to respond effectively. The SAR Tool project mandate records that “there are no fixed 
deadlines however this is referred to in our Year 1 plan so some progress expected by Oct 
2023”. 

A minimum marketable product version of the tool (MMP) was put in to production on 02 
November and to date has had in excess of 3,000 submissions. However, additional 
development work is required to improve the functionality of the tool and improve the user 
journey in line with feedback received, so this is a request to extend the project beyond 
October 2023, and access additional funding for further development work and tool 
enhancements. 

The request asks for the project to be extended until 22/12/2023 and additional 
funding be allocated to allow for new functionality (all within the original scope of 
the project) to be developed. 

Describe reason for change  

The MMP version of the Tool has achieved a number of benefits and objectives set out for the 
project, for data subjects wanted to exercise their right of access. However, there are three 
key issues relating to the management and functionality of the service that need to be 
addressed and resolved before the service can be handed over to IT Help to manage and 
support in Production: 

• Welsh Language version of the service – the ICO’s Compliance Notice for Welsh 
Language decrees that we  must ensure “that when you publish a new page on your 
website or amend a page — (a) the text of that page is available in Welsh, (b) any 
Welsh language version of that page is fully functional, and (c) the Welsh language is 
treated no less favourably than the English language in relation to that page”. 
 

• Email validation – Within the MMP version of the service, users are asked to enter the 
e-mail address of the organisation they wish to send the SAR to. Currently, as the 
email is sent from the ICO’s  server, any auto responses or bounce backs for 
undeliverable emails are being returned to the ICO and not the user. This has resulted 
in the project team having to manage this work manually on a daily basis. Prior to the 
service being handed over to IT Help to manage and support in production, 
development work is required to integrate with an email validation cleansing service 
and additional development work to ensure auto responses and bounce backs are 
redirected to the service user. 
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• User Identity verification – Two of the key objectives of the project were for 
organisations to find it easier to respond appropriately to SARs, and for SAR’s 
submitted through the tool to be clearer, more specific and more effective. User 
research carried out during the discovery phase of the project and initial feedback from 
Organisations who have received a SAR through the service is that there is an 
expectation that SAR’s would arrive at the organisation with information and 
documentation that allows the organisation to verify and confirm the identity of the 
requester. Additional bespoke development work is required to add this functionality to 
the service. 

Although the project mandate records no hard deadline for project cloisure, it does give a 
milestoine for a deliverable by the end of October 2023. Whilst a working MMP version of the 
service has been delivered to Prodiuction, further enhancements are required in order to 
bring this servoice up to a level of an MVP that could be moved to BAU, where it would be 
managed by the Web Product Owner and supported by IT Help. It is estimnated that two 
months additional development time is required to deliver these enhgancements, extending 
the lifetime of the project to 22/12/2023. 

Describe all alternatives considered 

Remain As-Is – This is not a viable option as we have a legal duty to provide a Welsh 
langiage service for citizens living in or operating in the principality. Further, the service 
currently requires daily management by the project team to deal with email bounce backs. It 
is not conceivable for the service to be handed over to IT Help to support, as managing the 
current bounce backs would be too resource intensive and be tantamount to handing over a 
service with a P2 bug and no plan for resolution. 

Describe any technical changes required to implement this change 

Welsh language version requires development of a mirror service, translated in to Welsh 
Language. This work will be carried out by the project team in consultation with our Web 
development partner, Shout. 

Email Validation – The SAR service will be integrated with the  email cleansing look up 
service. This requires some minor development work carries out by the project team, 
supported by . 

User Identity Verification – the service will be iterated to add the functionality for a user to 
upload a document that is proof of identity and a second document that is proof of address. 
The project team have developed high fidelity wireframes for this functiuonality and shared 
them with , who will carry out the development work. 

All of these changes will be fully tested by both ’s QA and the project team test 
engineer and must meet the project definition of done before they are approved for 
deployment in the Production environment. 

Describe risks to consider for this change 









From: Hannah Smith
To: Jonathon Woodruff; Daniel Barlow; Greer Schick
Cc: Knowledge Services
Subject: RE: KSA0147 - Request for internal advice
Date: 20 September 2023 11:26:00
Attachments: image001.jpg
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Answered the questions below. @Greer Schick I’ve just asked you to clarify
something on the last question.
 
Let me know if you need any more info.
 
H
 
From: Jonathon Woodruff <Jonathon.Woodruff@ico.org.uk> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 20, 2023 9:51 AM
To: Hannah Smith <Hannah.Smith@ico.org.uk>; Daniel Barlow <Daniel.Barlow@ico.org.uk>
Cc: Knowledge Services 
Subject: RE: KSA0147 - Request for internal advice
 
Good morning Hannah
 
Many thanks for your request for internal advice.
 
Based on some initial discussions, we think this will benefit from a legal
steer.
 
But before we refer this to Legal, it’d be helpful if you could please
provide us with some additional information:
 

Were there any discussions around the decision to include the ICO
logo in these generated emails? Was there a specific intention
behind that (eg to help add ‘weight’ to SAR requests)?

 
It was to give it more authenticity so that organisations could feel the
emails were trustworthy – eg not spam or phishing.
 
 

Just to confirm, will all the generated SAR emails appear to be
sent/generated from an ICO email address? From the
demonstration video, it looks like they’ll come from
‘noreply@ico.org.uk’.

 
They come from noreply@ico.org.uk. When the org presses reply
though – the reply is sent to the requester not noreply@.

 
What has prompted you to raise this request with us? Eg have
there already been concerns/push back around our role internally
or externally?

 



We are about to make a change to the service, which will ask users to
upload proof of ID and address to support orgs validating ID. But we do not
claim that this is us validating ID. We just wanted to be 100% on this point
ahead of the change. There has been no concerns/push back with the
service in it’s current state as far as I am aware.

 
Do we keep a copy of the SAR or any other information people
enter into the tool? Do we pull any data from the tool (eg how
many SARs are being made to certain organisations)? What
personal data of the requesters ends up on our servers and do we
retain any of it?

 
We keep all the data from the request for 14 days, just in case there is any
technical issues on our end that stop the requests being sent so we can
rectify the problem. We have pulled the email addresses of orgs to ask them
for feedback on their experience (which was agreed with info management).
@Greer Schick is Tony using any of the data for testing or reviewing?
 
Once the service is up and running as BAU – we will not use the data for any
purpose and just store as laid out above
 
It might be good to discuss this further on a call. If you agree, please
let me know what day is best for you.
 
Hi Daniel Barlow – please let me know if there’s anything else from your
perspective that needs covering off.
 
Many thanks
 
Jon
 
Logo

 

Jonathon Woodruff
Senior Policy Officer – Knowledge and Internal
Communications Services

Strategic Planning and Transformation
 

Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water
Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF

  ico.org.uk  twitter.com/iconews
Please consider the environment before printing this email
For information about what we do with personal data see
our privacy notice

 
 
From: Hannah Smith <Hannah.Smith@ico.org.uk> 
Sent: Monday, September 11, 2023 12:39 PM
To: Knowledge Services <KnowledgeServices@ico.org.uk>
Subject: KSA0147 - Request for internal advice
 



 
 
Name, team, and department of requester

Hannah Smith on behalf of the SAR project team.
 
What’s your specific deadline or SLA associated with your
query? 

NA
 

What’s your question? Please be as clear as possible.
 
Is the ICO acting on behalf of individuals when they make a request via
the  Make a subject access request service?
 
 
Please briefly provide:
 
Our detailed SAR guidance states that it is the responsibility of any third
party portal to provide an organisation with evidence it can act on
behalf of an individual making a subject access request. The SAR
project team believe that we do not have to produce this evidence if we
were asked, as we are not acting on behalf of the individual. We have
provided as service that makes it easier for an individual to make a
request on their own behalf but, as we play no part in the wording of
the request or in the interactions between the requester and org after it
has been submitted – we are not making the request on their behalf.
Would you agree with this?
 
 
 
 



From: Hannah Smith
To: Andy Grocott; Greer Schick
Subject: RE: SAR comms to organisations
Date: 30 October 2023 15:40:00
Attachments: ICO SAR Tool Organisation comms.docx
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Some suggested changes from me.
 
I’ve tried to make it a bit shorter and keep it focused on the information that
is relevant to orgs only.
 
H
 
From: Andy Grocott <andy.grocott@ico.org.uk> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 25, 2023 2:06 PM
To: Greer Schick <Greer.Schick@ico.org.uk>; Hannah Smith <Hannah.Smith@ico.org.uk>
Subject: SAR comms to organisations
 
Hi Hanah/Greer,
 
I have followed up on the SAR comms with Claire, and she is now out of
the office until mid-November.
 
Rather than waiting further, I think we can agree the comms and
“polish” it up between the three of us.
 
I have attached what I shared with Claire. It is not top and tailed, but
this is the messaging I felt we wanted to get out.
 
I would appreciate your comments and “polish”.
 
Many thanks
 
Andy
 

Logo Andy Grocott
Senior Digital Delivery Manager
Digital, Data and Technology
Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane,
Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF

  ico.org.uk 
twitter.com/iconews
Please consider the environment before printing this email
 
If you wish to submit an information request or
want to exercise any of your data protection rights,
please forward your email to the Information
Access Team at accessicoinformation@ico.org.uk,
or you can call us to make a verbal request relating
to your personal data on our Helpline 0303 123
1113.



For information about what we do with
personal data see our privacy notice

 
 



ICO SAR Tool 

 

 

The ICO has launched a Beta version of our ‘Make a subject access request 
service’ which  aims to support organisations and data subjects through the 
subject access request (SAR) process.  

People requesting information from organisations can now make and send a SAR 
from the service hosted on the ICO’s website, directly to the organisation. The 
service went live early August, so some organisations may have already had SAR 
requests through it. 

When a person makes a request through the service, the organisation will get an 
ICO branded email containing the details of the request and guidance on how to 
respond. The requester will also get an email with a copy of their request and 
information about what should happen next. 

What are the benefits of the new service for organisations?  

• More specific requests 
 
The service will help requesters be as specific as possible about the information 
they want. This should help organisations find the information quickly and stop 
requesters receiving massive amounts of information they may not need.    

• Managing requesters’ expectations  
 
The email requesters receive after submitting their SAR gives them guidance 
about what should happen next and when organisations are allowed to withhold 
or redact information. 
 
The aim is to encourage requesters to engage with organisations when they’re 
asked to validate their identity or provide clarity. It hopefully gives them a better 
understanding about when the “clock stops” on responses and what information 
they are (and are not) able to access. 
 
This should hopefully reduce the number of misguided complaints being made to 
both organisations and the ICO. 
 

• Provides guidance to organisations at the time they need it 
 

The email sent to organisations will include advice and links to guidance about 
how to action the SAR.  

For those organisations who are unaware or unsure about their obligations, this 
should hopefully help them to take action quickly and effectively. 

 

• A free and user friendly online SAR service  
 



Many organisations don’t have the money or resources to create an online SAR 
service. They are reliant on emails from requesters, which can be hard to action.  

Organisations can link to our, which we hope will improve the experience for 
them and the requesters. 

 

The SAR service was a deliverable in the ICO25 strategic plan [link]. It has been 
designed and built based on user research and with user needs in mind.  

We continue to make improvements based on user feedback. Future changes will 
include: 

• validating email addresses against a real-time checking service to make 
sure requests are sent to valid email addresses and to reduce the risk of 
spam emails;  

• proof of ID and address uploads to support organisations to quickly 
validate requesters identity; and  

• functionality that allows people to use the service to make requests for 
other people, with the facility to upload a letter of authority or consent. 
 

 

 

 

 



From: Andy Grocott
To: Greer Schick; Graham Rumens
Cc: Anthony Francis; Hannah Smith
Subject: RE: Risk re document malware
Date: 16 November 2023 15:37:00
Attachments: image001.jpg

Thanks for the update, Greer.
 
I think we are mitigating the risk, and in most cases will be applying
more rigorous cyber defence than many customers would have in place
if they received something directly from the SAR requester.
 
Further, those organisations that have more rigorous controls than us,
will by that very fact, apply their own virus scanning checks, even on
email from ourselves and other public sector bodies. I can see the
sense in including messaging that cautions organisations that we have
virus scanned documents but do not attest to their safety, but I do
wonder if some organisations would use that as an excuse to not deal
with the email – even though we are not expecting them to do anything
different to what they would do if they received it direct from the data
subject.
 
I think you are right in suggesting we log the risk and it is then up to
Suzanne and/or Rob to accept the risk.
 
Regards
 
Andy
 
From: Greer Schick <Greer.Schick@ico.org.uk> 
Sent: Thursday, November 16, 2023 2:33 PM
To: Graham Rumens <Graham.Rumens@ico.org.uk>
Cc: Anthony Francis <Anthony.Francis@ico.org.uk>; Hannah Smith <Hannah.Smith@ico.org.uk>;
Andy Grocott <andy.grocott@ico.org.uk>
Subject: Risk re document malware
 
Hi Graham and cc all,
 
I spoke with Alan McGann yesterday. He’d raised some queries at TDA
about the on-upload malware scanning solution we’ve proposed for the
SAR tool to support uploading of ID docs and third parties acting on
behalf of a requester. In principle he supports it from a cyber and
technology perspective. The risk he was raising he said was part cyber,
but more reputational.
 
Here’s my wording of the risk he was raising.
 
Can we please add it to the risk register? Alan was suggesting that it
might need to go to some forum (IRGG?) for review but I’d suggest we
first document it in the usual way, score it, and then depending on that
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To: Steven Johnston
Subject: FW: DPIA for SAR service for review and signoff -- upload of ID documents
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Hi Steve,
 
Just confirming that Suzanne has signed off the updated SAR DPIA. I’ve accepted all the changes now.
 
Thanks again for your help with this.
 

 
(same master doc as before)
 
 
Cheers, Greer.
 

Logo Greer Schick
Senior Product Owner - Web
Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF

  ico.org.uk  twitter.com/iconews
Please consider the environment before printing this email
For information about what we do with personal data see our privacy notice

 
 
From: Suzanne Gordon <Suzanne.Gordon@ico.org.uk> 
Sent: Thursday, December 7, 2023 3:17 PM
To: Greer Schick <Greer.Schick@ico.org.uk>
Cc: Graham Rumens <Graham.Rumens@ico.org.uk>; Andy Grocott <andy.grocott@ico.org.uk>
Subject: RE: DPIA for SAR service for review and signoff -- upload of ID documents
 
Thanks Greer, Andy, Graham and I discussed the malware scanning solution at our last SAR catch up, so I am comfortable with the changes made to the DPIA.
 
Thanks

Suzanne
 
 

Logo Suzanne Gordon (she/her)

Director of Public Advice & Data Protection Complaints Services
Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF
Suzanne.Gordon@ico.org.uk 
twitter.com/iconews
For information about what we do with personal data see our privacy notice
Please consider the environment before printing this email

 
 
 
 

From: Greer Schick <Greer.Schick@ico.org.uk> 
Sent: Thursday, December 7, 2023 9:06 AM
To: Suzanne Gordon <Suzanne.Gordon@ico.org.uk>
Cc: Graham Rumens <Graham.Rumens@ico.org.uk>; Andy Grocott <andy.grocott@ico.org.uk>
Subject: DPIA for SAR service for review and signoff -- upload of ID documents
 
Hi Suzanne,
 
Hope you’re well.
 
I think this will be the last (or second-to-last) update to the DPIA before we close the project down and move to the Live phase 
 
Please can you review the updated DPIA below. I’ve made some changes to reflect the malware scanning solution we’re
building to mitigate the risk that a person’s SAR request sends a virus to an organisation, which will allow us to add fields for
customers to upload their ID documents. You’ll see the changes in tracked changes.
 
As before if you would please review and, if you’re happy, sign and date on page 42.
 
If you’re able to sign by end of play Monday that’d be great as the request to deploy the functionality is going to CAB on Tuesday
morning.
 

 
 
Kind regards, Greer.
 
 

Logo Greer Schick
Senior Product Owner - Web
Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF

  ico.org.uk  twitter.com/iconews
Please consider the environment before printing this email
For information about what we do with personal data see our privacy notice

 
 
From: Steven Johnston <Steven.Johnston@ico.org.uk> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 6, 2023 10:38 AM
To: Greer Schick <Greer.Schick@ico.org.uk>



Cc: Information Management 
Subject: RE: Website SAR service -- upload of ID documents
 
Hi Greer,
 
That all sounds good, thanks for the explanation and I think you’re good to approach Suzanne for sign off.
 
Thanks
 
 
Logo

 

 

Steven Johnston

Team Manager, Information Management & Compliance

Digital, Data and Technology Directorate
Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF

  ico.org.uk  twitter.com/iconews
Please consider the environment before printing this email
For information about what we do with personal data see our privacy notice

 
 
From: Greer Schick <Greer.Schick@ico.org.uk> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 6, 2023 10:34 AM
To: Steven Johnston <Steven.Johnston@ico.org.uk>
Cc: Information Management 
Subject: RE: Website SAR service -- upload of ID documents
 
Thanks Steve,
 
I’ve updated the document with the following.
 
The request is still sent to the organisation and the copy to the customer, but any files that have not been scanned and passed are
removed and in their place is a message ‘This file was removed for security reasons’.
 
Before submitting the request to the organisation (and the copy to the customer), only files that have been scanned and passed will be attached; otherwise they will
be removed. When a file is removed, the recipient emails will contain a message ‘This file was removed for security reasons’ alongside the name of the file and the
form question it related to.
 
 
Where docs have been removed, the expectation is that the organisation will follow their existing processes for ensuring that they
have all the info they need before sending the personal data. This may mean that they need to contact the requester to supply any
docs that were removed, but it’s up to them and their processes. (Some orgs may have processes where there’s enough
information already provided that they may not need the removed docs.)
 
Let me know if you think the above is OK and any other feedback and/or if I can go ahead and ask Suzanne to review and sign off.
 
 
Cheers, Greer.
 

Logo Greer Schick
Senior Product Owner - Web
Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF

  ico.org.uk  twitter.com/iconews
Please consider the environment before printing this email
For information about what we do with personal data see our privacy notice

 
 
From: Steven Johnston <Steven.Johnston@ico.org.uk> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 5, 2023 9:33 AM
To: Greer Schick <Greer.Schick@ico.org.uk>
Cc: Information Management <
Subject: RE: Website SAR service -- upload of ID documents
 
Morning Greer,
 
Sorry it’s taken me a while to reply, we’ve a bit of a backlog at present. I’ve had a read of the changes, and they seem minor. Only
query from me is what happens if the scanned documents don’t pass the defender scan? Does the request still get sent to recipient
just minus the attachments? Or does the entire request fail? Is the requester notified that the request has failed or been sent but
without the attachments?
 
I think it would be good to add a few additional sentences just so this is clear. I’m just mindful of doing what we can to facilitate
the request and / or notify the customer of any failure to send request or attachments so they can send in a different way to
recipient.
 
Thanks
 
Logo

 

 

Steven Johnston

Team Manager, Information Management & Compliance

Digital, Data and Technology Directorate
Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF

  ico.org.uk  twitter.com/iconews
Please consider the environment before printing this email
For information about what we do with personal data see our privacy notice

 
 



From: Greer Schick <Greer.Schick@ico.org.uk> 
Sent: Monday, November 27, 2023 3:49 PM
To: Steven Johnston <Steven.Johnston@ico.org.uk>
Subject: RE: Website SAR service -- upload of ID documents
 
Hi Steven,
 
As promised, I’ve made a few updates to the Subject Access Service DPIA to reflect that we’re planning to allow users to upload ID
documents. Please would you review it?
 
To support this, we’re using existing file upload functionality but we’re extending it to incorporate malware scanning as the file is
uploaded, to mitigate the risk that our service is used to send malware to the recipient organisation.
 
The updates themselves are pretty small/minor.
 
As before, I’ve left tracked changes on for the time being. It would be good to get any feedback from you; I’ll then plan to pass it
on to Suzanne as IAO.
 
 

 
 
 

Logo Greer Schick
Senior Product Owner - Web
Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF

  ico.org.uk  twitter.com/iconews
Please consider the environment before printing this email
For information about what we do with personal data see our privacy notice

 
 
From: Greer Schick 
Sent: Wednesday, November 22, 2023 4:30 PM
To: Steven Johnston <Steven.Johnston@ico.org.uk>
Subject: Website SAR service -- upload of ID documents
 
No sooner have we got that signed off … 
 
We’re about to start developing a new feature which aims to reduce the time it takes and make it easier for orgs to respond to
SARs by allow customers to upload their ID docs as they submit their request. To do this we’ll be introducing a file upload feature
that incorporates malware scanning.
 
I’m going to make a start on updating the DPIA again to cover this, so I’ll plan to get in touch in the next few days for another
review.
 

Cheers, Greer.
 
 

Logo Greer Schick
Senior Product Owner - Web
Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF

  ico.org.uk  twitter.com/iconews
Please consider the environment before printing this email
For information about what we do with personal data see our privacy notice

 
 
From: Steven Johnston <Steven.Johnston@ico.org.uk> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 22, 2023 9:30 AM
To: Greer Schick <Greer.Schick@ico.org.uk>
Subject: RE: Website SAR service -- signoff for updated DPIA (automated alert and advice email for non-deliverable SAR requests)
 
Thanks Greer, I really appreciate both you and Susan updating the master version! It makes my life so much easier!
 
Logo

 

 

Steven Johnston

Team Manager, Information Management & Compliance

Digital, Data and Technology Directorate
Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF

  ico.org.uk  twitter.com/iconews
Please consider the environment before printing this email
For information about what we do with personal data see our privacy notice

 
 
From: Greer Schick <Greer.Schick@ico.org.uk> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 21, 2023 5:21 PM
To: Steven Johnston <Steven.Johnston@ico.org.uk>
Subject: FW: Website SAR service -- signoff for updated DPIA (automated alert and advice email for non-deliverable SAR requests)
 
Hi Steven,
 
Thanks again for your help with this – Suzanne has again signed off the updated version so letting you know that I’ve accepted the
tracked changes. (Same link as before.)
 

 
 





All of the above, for those individuals
whose request email was non-
deliverable

Members of the public
requesting access to the data
an organisation holds on them
but whose request email was
non-deliverable

Customer, Microsoft,
Sendgrid.

Yes
                    
If yes, list the countries the data
will be transferred to:
 
Data may be processed by Twilio
and its sub-processor Amazon Web
Services, located in the US, for
routing and transmission of emails
worldwide as may be necessary.

Data may be retained by Twilio for
quality control purposes, for no
more than 61 days.
 

To: Greer Schick <Greer.Schick@ico.org.uk>
Subject: RE: Website SAR service -- updates to DPIA (automated alert and advice email for non-deliverable SAR requests)
 
Hi Greer,
 
I’ve read through and the changes you’ve made look good to me. Only comment I’d make is you could probably do without this
addition to your data inventory:
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If I’m understanding this right, I think the only thing you’re trying to reflect here is that there’s a new category of data subjects
i.e. people whose request email was non-deliverable? However, as the categories of data are all the same as what’s already in your
inventory, and we have the processors identified as recipients of each data category already, this addition isn’t really required.  A
new row in the inventory is only really needed if it’s a new category of personal data being processed and I don’t think these are
changing as a result of the automated alert.
 
All other updates look good, and I can’t see any need for this to go back via Forum since it’s just leveraging existing tech that has
previously been assessed. You should get the change signed off again by Suzanne and update the DPIA to reflect her approval.
 
Thanks
 
Logo

 

 

Steven Johnston

Team Manager, Information Management & Compliance

Digital, Data and Technology Directorate
Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF

  ico.org.uk  twitter.com/iconews
Please consider the environment before printing this email
For information about what we do with personal data see our privacy notice

 
 
From: Greer Schick <Greer.Schick@ico.org.uk> 
Sent: Friday, November 3, 2023 5:00 PM
To: Steven Johnston <Steven.Johnston@ico.org.uk>
Subject: Website SAR service -- updates to DPIA (automated alert and advice email for non-deliverable SAR requests)
 
Hi Steven,
 
Further to my email below, I’ve drafted a further update to the DPIA for the SAR service.
 
If you could please review it and let me have your comments, and also whether it needs to go to the forum or if again, it just
needs to go back to Suzanne as IAO for signoff.
 
This time it’s to reflect an automated alert and advice email we’ve been developing. This is to remove the need for ICO staff to
manually contact customers when we find that the request hasn’t been able to be delivered to an organisation (ie the SAR request
email has bounced). It will receive the bounce notification, and automatically send an email to the customer to alert them to the
bounce and give advice on what to do.
 

 
Happy to discuss as needed.
 
 
Cheers, Greer.
 

Logo Greer Schick
Senior Product Owner - Web
Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF

  ico.org.uk  twitter.com/iconews
Please consider the environment before printing this email
For information about what we do with personal data see our privacy notice

 
 
From: Greer Schick 
Sent: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:55 AM
To: Steven Johnston <Steven.Johnston@ico.org.uk>
Subject: FW: Website SAR service -- updates to DPIA
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. Before submitting the request to the organisation 
(and the copy to the customer), only files that have been scanned and 
passed will be attached; otherwise they will be removed. When a file is 
removed, the recipient emails will contain a message ‘This file was 
removed for security reasons’ alongside the name of the file and the 
form question it related to. 
 
Updated 11/10/23: 
 
The service requires customer to enter the email address of the 
organisation they are making their request to. Despite pattern 
validation of this address, analysis shows that entered addresses can 
remain invalid resulting in some requests not being received and the 
ICO needing to contact the customer. An instant email validation 
service, supplied by Data-8, will be integrated which will check: 
• the supplied domain exists and is set up to receive email; 
• at least one of the mail servers advertised for the domain is 
actually live; and 
• that the mail server accepts mail for the full email address. 
This is designed to further reduce the likelihood of an incorrect 
organisation email address being entered. 
 
The only data processed for this element of the service is the email 
address typed by the customer. 
 
Updated 3/11/23: 
 
If requests (sent by email) are not able to be delivered to the 
organisation (despite the checks described above), there is currently a 
manual process to contact customers to alert them and give advice 
about what to do.  
 
A new process will be created to do this automatically.  
 
This will not collect any new data, and will use existing technologies (MS 
Azure, Sendgrid) that are already used within the service. 
 
Updated 17/01/2023: 
 
Users of the service have always been able to use the service to make 
requests on behalf of other people – however we have never explicitly 
said that was the case. Following feedback from users that it is difficult 
to use the service when they are making 3rd party requests and 
feedback from organisations that they are not receiving all the 
information they need to action SARs that come through the service – 
we are making changes to the form that will make it easier for users to 
make 3rd party requests. 
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This will involve adding a new section to the form that asks for 
information about the 3rd party and the ability to upload a letter of 
consent or PoA document. None of this information is mandatory. This 
change does not mean we have authenticated that the 3rd party has 
consent to make the request – this responsibility still lies with the 
organisation, which is stated in the email they receive.  
 
This iteration to the service uses no new technology. 
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located in the US, for routing 
and transmission of emails 
worldwide as may be 
necessary. 

The ICO will hold the SAR 
request for 14 days, so it 
can recover and resend the 
request in event of service 
loss or failure.  

Data may be retained by 
Twilio for quality control 
purposes, for no more than 
61 days. 

 

Optional – Data subjects Date 
of birth or other identifier 
(such as NHS patient number, 
customer reference number 
etc) so that an organisation 
can easier identify the 
individual making the request. 

Members of the public 
requesting access to the 
data an ornaisation holds 
on them. 

Organisations 
data subject 
submits request 
to 
Customer 
Data processors 
as listed above. 

 
Yes 
  

If yes, list the countries the 
data will be transferred to: 

Data may be processed by 
Twilio and its sub-processor 
Amazon Web Services, 
located in the US, for routing 
and transmission of emails 
worldwide as may be 
necessary. 

 
Other (please specify time 
period below) 
 

If selecting other, please 
specify the length of time 
personal data will be 
retained:  

The ICO will hold the SAR 
request for 14 days,  so it 
can recover and resend the 
request in event of service 
loss or failure.  
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loss or failure 

Data may be retained by 
Twilio for quality control 
purposes, for no more than 
61 days. 

Optional – Data subjects 
contact telephone number (in 
the event the organisation has 
to call the requester for further 
information to help them 
satisfy the SAR request). 

Members of the public 
requesting access to the 
data an organisation 
holds on them. 

Organisations 
data subject 
submits request 
to 
Customer (copy 
of their request) 
Data processors 
as listed above. 

 
Yes 
  

If yes, list the countries the 
data will be transferred to: 

Data may be processed by 
Twilio and its sub-processor 
Amazon Web Services, 
located in the US, for routing 
and transmission of emails 
worldwide as may be 
necessary. 

 
Other (please specify time 
period below) 
 

If selecting other, please 
specify the length of time 
personal data will be 
retained:   

The ICO will hold the SAR 
request for 14 days,  so it 
can recover and resend the 
request in event of service 
loss or failure 

 

 
Optional – Data subject 
Address (this is to assist the 
receiving organisation in 
identifying the individual, 
satisfying the SAR request and 
in verifying identity) 

Members of the public 
requesting access to the 
data an organisation 
holds on them. 

Organisations 
data subject 
submits request 
to 
Customer (copy 
of their request) 

Yes 
  

If yes, list the countries the 
data will be transferred to: 

Other (please specify time 
period below) 
 

If selecting other, please 
specify the length of time 
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Data processors 
as listed above. 

 
Data may be processed by 
Twilio and its sub-processor 
Amazon Web Services, 
located in the US, for routing 
and transmission of emails 
worldwide as may be 
necessary. 

personal data will be 
retained:   

 
 
The ICO will hold the SAR 
request for 14 days,  so it 
can recover and resend the 
request in event of service 
loss or failure. 
 
Data may be retained by 
Twilio for quality control 
purposes, for no more than 
61 days. 

Optional – Data subject proof 
of ID and proof of address 
documents 

Members of the public 
requesting access to the 
data an organisation 
holds on them. 

Organisations 
data subject 
submits request 
to 
Customer (copy 
of their request) 
Data processors 
as listed above. 

Yes 
  

If yes, list the countries the 
data will be transferred to: 

 
Data may be processed by 
Twilio and its sub-processor 
Amazon Web Services, 
located in the US, for routing 
and transmission of emails 
worldwide as may be 
necessary. 

Other (please specify time 
period below) 
 

If selecting other, please 
specify the length of time 
personal data will be 
retained:   

The ICO will hold the SAR 
request for 14 days,  so it 
can recover and resend the 
request in event of service 
loss or failure. 
 
Data may be retained by 
Twilio for quality control 
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purposes, for no more than 
61 days. 

Name and email address Any third party 
submitting a request on 
behalf of a data subject.  

Organisations 
who receive the 
request,  
3rd party 
requesters,  
Data processors 
as listed above. 

Yes 
  

If yes, list the countries the 
data will be transferred to: 

 
Data may be processed by 
Twilio and its sub-processor 
Amazon Web Services, 
located in the US, for routing 
and transmission of emails 
worldwide as may be 
necessary. 

Other (please specify time 
period below) 
 

If selecting other, please 
specify the length of time 
personal data will be 
retained:   

The ICO will hold the SAR 
request for 14 days,  so it 
can recover and resend the 
request in event of service 
loss or failure. 
 
Data may be retained by 
Twilio for quality control 
purposes, for no more than 
61 days. 

Optional – evidence that 
someone has permission to 
make 3rd party request, this 
could be a letter of consent, 
power of attorney, birth 
certificate or adoption 
certificate 

Any third party 
submitting a request on 
behalf of a data subject 
and the data subject.  

Organisations 
who receive the 
request,  
3rd party 
requesters,  
Data processors 
as listed above. 

Yes 
  

If yes, list the countries the 
data will be transferred to: 

 
Data may be processed by 
Twilio and its sub-processor 

Other (please specify time 
period below) 
 

If selecting other, please 
specify the length of time 
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Amazon Web Services, 
located in the US, for routing 
and transmission of emails 
worldwide as may be 
necessary. 

personal data will be 
retained:   

The ICO will hold the SAR 
request for 14 days,  so it 
can recover and resend the 
request in event of service 
loss or failure. 
 
Data may be retained by 
Twilio for quality control 
purposes, for no more than 
61 days. 

Email address of the receiving 
organisation, which could be 
an identifiable individual 

Named individuals at 
recipient organisation, 
identifiable by e-mail 
address  

Organisations 
data subject 
submits request 
to 
Customer (copy 
of their request) 
Data processors 
as listed above. 

 
Yes 
  

If yes, list the countries the 
data will be transferred to: 

Data may be processed by 
Twilio and its sub-processor 
Amazon Web Services, 
located in the US, for routing 
and transmission of emails 
worldwide as may be 
necessary. 

Other (please specify time 
period below) 
 

If selecting other, please 
specify the length of time 
personal data will be 
retained:   

The ICO will hold the SAR 
request for 14 days,  so it 
can recover and resend the 
request in event of service 
loss or failure.  

Data may be retained by 
Twilio for quality control 
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purposes, for no more than 
61 days. 

(Email validation requests 
are not stored.) 

 

An individual making a request 
could provide personal data 
which forms part of Special 
Category or Criminal Offence 
data 

Members of the public 
requesting access to the 
data an organisation 
holds on them. 

Organisations 
data subject 
submits request 
to 
Customer (copy 
of their request) 
Data processors 
as listed above. 

 
Yes 
  
If yes, list the countries the 
data will be transferred to: 

 
Data may be processed by 
Twilio and its sub-processor 
Amazon Web Services, 
located in the US, for routing 
and transmission of emails 
worldwide as may be 
necessary. 

Other (please specify time 
period below) 
 

If selecting other, please 
specify the length of time 
personal data will be 
retained:   

The ICO will hold the SAR 
request for 14 days,  so it 
can recover and resend the 
request in event of service 
loss or failure.  

Data may be retained by 
Twilio for quality control 
purposes, for no more than 
61 days 
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Personal data could be 
included in the “details of the 
personal information being 
requested” – although this is 
not requested 

Members of the public 
requesting access to the 
data an organisation 
holds on them. 

Organisations 
data subject 
submits request 
to 
Customer (copy 
of their request) 
Data processors 
as listed above. 

 
Yes 
  

If yes, list the countries the 
data will be transferred to: 

Data may be processed by 
Twilio and its sub-processor 
Amazon Web Services, 
located in the US, for routing 
and transmission of emails 
worldwide as may be 
necessary. 

Other (please specify time 
period below) 
 

If selecting other, please 
specify the length of time 
personal data will be 
retained:  

The ICO will hold the SAR 
request for 14 days,  so it 
can recover and resend the 
request in event of service 
loss or failure.  

Data may be retained by 
Twilio for quality control 
purposes, for no more than 
61 days. 

Individuals in providing a date 
range for their enquiry could 
enter personal data i.e. dates 
of a prison sentence 

Members of the public 
requesting access to the 
data an organisation 
holds on them. 

Organisations 
data subject 
submits request 
to 
Customer (copy 
of their request) 
Data processors 
as listed above. 

Yes 
  

If yes, list the countries the 
data will be transferred to: 

 
Data may be processed by 
Twilio and its sub-processor 
Amazon Web Services, 
located in the US, for routing 
and transmission of emails 

Other (please specify time 
period below) 
 

If selecting other, please 
specify the length of time 
personal data will be 
retained:   

The ICO will hold the SAR 
request for 14 days,  so it 
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worldwide as may be 
necessary. 

can recover and resend the 
request in event of service 
loss or failure. 

Data may be retained by 
Twilio for quality control 
purposes, for no more than 
61 days. 
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Q20. Can we stop our processing of the personal data on receipt of a request 
from a data subject? 

Yes 

Q21. Can we extract and transmit the personal data in a structured, commonly 
used and machine readable format if requested by the data subject? 

Yes 

Q22. Can we erase the personal data on receipt of a request from the data 
subject? 

Yes 
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data is accessible to an 
unauthorised party. 

set access permissions for 
different users.  
 
Expected mitigation: We will 
appoint and train a system 
administrator who will be 
responsible for implementing 
access controls and 
monitoring access. The 
system administrator will also 
audit the system periodically 
to review access permissions.  
  

1.  
Risk 20: A customer entering 
their own e-mail address 
incorrectly could lead to an 
organisation sending the 
response back to an 
unintended recipient 
(information breach) 

Tolerate: this risk 
is being accepted  

This requires an incorrect e-
mail address being entered 
twice by the customer, and 
the incorrect address being  
valid in its own right. We use 
‘check your details’ and tell 
organisations that they are  
obliged to validate the 
requestor as part of the 
process – both of these 
should catch incorrect e-mail 
addresses 

1 3 3 - low 

2. Risk 21: Cyber threat, ICO e-
mails could be copied and 
used for phishing or as spoof 
e-mails by bad actors. 

Tolerate: this risk 
is being accepted  

We have accepted that this 
could happen today. We 
stress to orgnaisations that 
they must validate the 
requestor. We will refer to 
cyber for further advise 

1 4 4- low 

3. Choose an item. 
 

 Existing mitigation: 3 1 3 - low 
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A customer could enter the 
organisation email address 
incorrectly, resulting in non-
delivery of a request or a 
request going to a third party 

Treat: this risk is 
being reduced by 
management 
action such as 
implementing 
controls or 
tackling the cause 
 
Tolerate: the 
remaining residual 
risk (addresses 
where validity 
cannot be 
determined) is 
accepted. 
 

A pattern validation control 
exists in the service, to 
ensure that email addresses 
conform to a known pattern, 
eg organisation@domain.com 
 
Expected mitigation: 
An ‘instant email validation’ 
service provided by Data-8 
will help ensure that emails 
are additionally addressed to 
an address of a live mail 
server that accepts email to 
the full email address, and 
where responses are ‘invalid’ 
the customer will be unable 
to send their request. 
 
Residual risk (low likelihood): 
Where it’s not possible to 
determine the validity of an 
email address, a requester 
will be able to submit their 
request. Email bounces will 
be monitored and an 
automated service will alert 
and advise customers. 

4. A 3rd party could try and access 
a data subjects information 
unlawfully by making a 
inauthentic 3rd party request. 
 

Transfer: this risk 
is being passed on 
to someone else 

Existing mitigation: 
 
We have made it clear in the 
correspondence with 
organisations that we have 
not validated that the 3rd 

3 1 3 - low 
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party has the right to make a 
request on behalf of the data 
subject and they must follow 
their own procedures for 
validating this.  
 
We have provided the 
functionality for people to 
provide evidence of their 
right to act on someone 
else’s behalf. 
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Service and Project Team meet on 
17/7/23.  

2. There appears to be additional 
categories of personal data being 
processed that aren’t included in 
your data inventory at 1.3. You 
should also include: 
 

• Name and contact details of 
the controller. Names can be 
expected as part of the email 
address input by requester 
and/or within the body of the 
request. E.g. My medical 
record held by Dr C” 
 

• You also need to include the 
personal data individuals will 
include within the body of the 
request. For example I’ve 
been receiving treatment for 
cancer by Doctor C and want 
to request a copy of my 
medical record. Or I was a 
prisoner at HMP serving 5 
years for robbery and want a 
copy of my file. You should 
expect to receive both special 
catgegory data and criminal 
offence data via this tool. You 
need to identify additional 

07/07/2023 Accept 
 
Any comments: 
 
 
 
Data of receiving individual at the organisation has been 
added to section 1.3. 
 
 
Section 1.4 Lawful basis has been updated and updated 
privacy policy need made in section 6. 
 
If rejecting DPO recommendations explain why: 
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lawful basis’ for processing 
these data categories, and 
consider any risks resulting 
from this processing. Suggest 
discussing when IM&C 
Service and Project Team 
meet on 17/7/23.  

3. As far as we’re aware there isn’t 
any intention to have age 
verification on the ICO website to 
restrict access the SAR generator. 
We recommend you work on the 
assumption that the SAR tool could 
therefore be used by children to 
make access requests, and the ICO 
may therefore process childrens 
data as a result. Consideration 
should be given to ICO guidance on 
processing the data of children and 
you need to factor this into your 
plans. Suggest discussing when 
IM&C Service and Project Team 
meet on 17/7/23. 

07/07/2023 Accept 
 
Any comments: 
 
Children have a right to submit a SAR on their own behalf 
and therefore we would not prevent a child from using 
this service - however, we think it is unlikely it will be 
used by many children. Our lawful basis for processing 
children's data remains the same - public task - as it is 
related to our need to support people (incl. children) to 
exercise their rights. Our style guide (which the tool is 
following) ensures we use language that is plain and 
accessible and should be readable by someone with a key 
stage 2 reading age. This is the same for our privacy 
notice - it should be accessible and readable by anyone 
so we shouldn't need a special "children's" PN. The 
processing is unlikely to result in high risk to children's 
rights and freedoms. We are not covered by the age 
appropriate design code.  We will not be testing the 
product with children the level of data processing we 
would have to do to recruit children for testing and then 
test with them is disproportionate to the risks to children 
using the service. However, all our online services are 
designed to accessible and usable by anyone with access 
to a computer or mobile device.  
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If rejecting DPO recommendations explain why: 
 
 

4. We recommend removing the 
sentence “Organisation receiving 
the request, who already hold the 
data subjects data” from your data 
inventory as this isn’t always going 
to be true and shouldn’t be 
assumed. Individuals will often 
make speculative access requests 
to organisations who they suspect 
might hold data about them, but 
they don’t. It is also possible the 
requester will include additional 
personal data previously not 
processed by the organisation 
within their access request. You 
should consider if removing this 
assumption presents any new risks 
to your data subjects.   

07/07/2023 Accept 
 
Any comments: 
 
Updated section 1.3 to reflect that an organisation 
approached may not actually hold individuals data, and 
included data processors as a recipient. 
 
We do not think that this presents any new risk. 
 
 
If rejecting DPO recommendations explain why: 
 
 

5. Section 1.5 – This is currently very 
limited and some further 
justification is required here to 
support the public task basis for 
processing this data, and satisfy 
necessity and proportionality 
requirements. Some of what you’ve 
mentioned in 1.2 can be expanded 
upon. For example consider 
justifications such as reducing 
volume of complaints to ICO, 

07/07/2023 Accept 
 
Any comments: 
Sections 1.3 and 1.5 have been updated. 
 
If rejecting DPO recommendations explain why: 
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promoting individuals rights and 
helping them to exercise these, 
educating controllers on their 
responsibilities and reducing 
burdens on business’ from poorly 
formulated SARs.  

You should also link back to the 
categories of data being processed 
and consider opportunities, if any, 
to minimise the data processed and 
still achieve your purpose.  
 
It was also noted that the 
statement “the only mandatory 
fields are name and e-mail 
address….all other information on 
the web service is optional” might 
not be accurate, as a number of 
other elements of the tool currently 
indicate via * they are mandatory. 
Please double check this and update 
the DPIA accordingly. 
 
Suggest discussing when IM&C 
Service and Project Team meet on 
17/7/23. 

6. If you haven’t already, we’d 
recommend you consider the 
scenario where an individual uses 
the tool to submit an access request 
on behalf of somebody else. It 
needs to be made clear to the 

07/07/2023 Accept 
 
Any comments: 
 
The online solution accommodates ‘on behalf of’ requests 
and the guidance sent to an organisation makes clear 
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controller receiving the request that 
the ICO has taken no steps to verify 
authorisation to act, and they 
should do so.  

Similarly this will presumably be the 
case for regular requests, we’ll be 
asking the controller to take steps 
to verify the requesters identity?  

There needs to generally be more 
explanation in this DPIA about what 
information will be provided to both 
data subjects using the tool and 
controllers receiving the request as 
a means of mitigating risks. 
Suggest discussing when IM&C 
Service and Project Team meet on 
17/7/23. 

that the ICO has not validated the request in any way, 
and that they are required to carry out their normal 
validation checks. In the email issued to the Organisation 
it clearly states, “You must be satisfied that you 
know the identity of the requestor, and that the 
data you hold relates to them. You may need to 
contact the requestor to check their identity." 
 
@Steve We are actually updating the wording to include 
something along the lines of “The ICO has forwarded 
this request on behalf of the requester and has not 
taken steps to validate their identity” but want to get 
Hannah’s input on that when she returns to work on 
24/07. 
 
If rejecting DPO recommendations explain why: 
 

7. Personal data lifecycle / Response 
to Q9 in section 3 -  it’s not 
completely clear where personal 
data will be stored and there is 
indication copies may be held in 
multiple locations. It’s important 
there is developed understanding of 
all places this data might be 
duplicated so the same retention 
rules can be applied. Without this 
there is a risk we retain data longer 
than required (14 days) and risk 
misinforming data subjects.  

07/07/2023 Accept 
 
Any comments: 
Section 3 Q9 has been updated, as there are no new web 
services being introduced we are utilising exisiting time-
served retention practices.    
 
@Steve I have clarified that Sendgrid will store minimal 
random content samples for 61 days, as is the case with 
our other online web form services – such as making a 
complaint or data protection fee. The following extract is 
taken from our current website privacy notice, so am 
proposing to include it in S3. Q9: 
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“We use Twilio Sendgrid to support our email 
infrastructure and the operation of these services. 
Any personal information you share with us may be 
shared with Twilio and this can include the transfer 
of data to the USA. We have in place Standard 
Contractual Clauses to safeguard this transfer and 
data is retained by Twilio for no more than 61 
days”. 
 
If rejecting DPO recommendations explain why: 
 

8. Access Controls –  

Access is described as limited to 
authorised users: website editors in 
comms, Tony Francis, Greer Schick 
and Hannah Smith in DDat. Please 
expand on how these accounts are 
managed. As per recommendation 
7 if data is being held in multiple 
locations you should consider 
whether access to this data is 
actually wider than this pool of 
individuals and consider any risks. 

07/07/2023 Accept 
 
Any comments: 
We are not introducing any new technologies and will 
continue with existing access practices used elsewhere, 
and approved, in the the business. 
 
If rejecting DPO recommendations explain why: 
 

9. Section 3 

Q2. -  We’re unable to identify any 
data processing that relies on an 
individuals consent. Your response 
here should be N/A so it has been 
changed.  

07/07/2023 Accept 
 
Any comments: 
 
 
If rejecting DPO recommendations explain why: 
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Q8. – an update to the retention 
schedule will be required and 
response should be Yes so this has 
been changed. Action added to 
section 6. 

Q15. - An update to the ROPA will 
be needed. Response changed to 
Yes and added as an action in 
section 6. 

Q16. - See recommendation 1, 
clarification required on data 
processors.  

Q18, 19 & 20. – clarification 
required as to why these questions 
have been answered no as these 
are fundamental GDPR rights. 
Suggest discussing when IM&C 
Service and Project Team meet on 
17/7/23. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The part that the ICO plays in the process is to forward 
the SAR request to external organisations. These 
questions have been answered on the basis that once we 
have delivered the mail we cannot then retirieve it, or 
amend it with the organisation is question. We should 
review these q’s and our understanding of whats being 
asked. 
 
SJ 18/07/2023 – explanation for no response added to 
Q18. Q19 and Q20 reviewed and response changed to 
Yes.  
 
 

10. Risk Assessment – generally the 
risk assessment is very limited and 
will need to be reconsidered once 
the above recommendations have 
been addressed.  

07/07/2023 Reject 
 
Any comments: 
 
If rejecting DPO recommendations explain why: 
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A few additional risks (not exclusive 
list) we suggest you consider are: 
 

• 1. the risk of the SAR tool 
failing, and an individual 
being unable to exercise 
rights. E.g. they think they’ve 
made a SAR but it’s not been 
submitted correctly. Consider 
what controls are in place to 
alert us to send failures, 
bounce backs etc. and how 
do we intend to alert 
individuals if an email fails. 
 

• 2. Security controls are 
inadequate for protecting 
personal data resulting in a 
loss of confidentiality, 
integrity, availability.  
 

• 3. Risk of an individual 
sending their SAR request to 
wrong org – what validation 
measures / warnings are in 
place to prevent this.  
 

• 4. Individuals are unable to 
exercise their rights in 
relation to our processing 
(unless responses to Q18, 19 
& 20 change).  

 
The project has a formal Risk register which is fluid and 
will be signed off by the project sponsor, and any caveats 
completed before Go live.  
 
All the risks mentioned opposite are listed on the 
register, with the exception of: 
 
4. See above comments in point 9 ref these q’s 
 
5. This has been addressed in point 3 above 
 
6. Addressed in point 7 above 
 
Key DPIA risks in project risk register include: 
 
7. In creating a tool, with contact data  provided by the 
ICO, with an inferred responsibility for accuracy and 
delivery to an organisation, we risk legal challenge in the 
event of an error.  
If we direct a request to an inaccurate address, this could 
lead to the disclosure of personal data to a 3rd party. 
 
15. Due to the generator tool capturing data from 
requestors completing a SAR request, we are processing 
(potentially sensitive) person information, which could 
run risks to individuals if redirected or used incorrectly. 
 
16. The MMP solution tool hosts the routing of SAR 
requests via e-mail to the intended recipient. The ICO 
could become responsible for any delay in delivering the 
SAR request, as any 'bounce back' failure messages, from 
organisations,  are not sent back to the orginator - in the 
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• 5. Lack of age verification 

and risks associated with 
processing childrens data.  
 

• 6. Data retained for longer 
than is necessary 

 

event of an incorrect  e-mail being entered by the 
customer. 
 
19. The organisation receiving the request via the tool 
doesn't recognise it as a SAR or doesn't trust that it's 
legitimate, leading to the customer not receiving a 
response. 
 
20. The customer entering an incorrect email address as 
their own email address may lead to the organisation 
sending the response to an email address that doesn't 
exist, or sending it to the wrong recipient (information 
breach). 
 
21. Cyber Threat, partially linked to Risk 20. In sending 
ICO branded e-mails to requestors and organisations, as 
part of our intermediary role for SAR requests, There is a 
risk that these will be copied by bad actors and issued as 
part of phishing campaigns, spoof e-mails or other 
purposes to illegally capture or intercept personal data. 
Does an ICO branded SAR request being received by an 
organisation give the impression that the ICO have 
validated the requestor? Could this assumption lead to 
some organisations releasing personal data without 
carrying out security validations when receiving these 
requests? 
 
23. An individual could add personal special category 
data or criminal record data to the online solution. This 
could be a risk to individuals if redirected or used 
incorrectly (related to 15) 
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Attached is a link to project risk register with risk scores 
and mitigations in place for each of these risks –  

Project%20RAID%20l
og%20-%20SAR%20T 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 













From: Greer Schick
To: Andy Grocott
Subject: FW: Website feedback
Date: 18 December 2023 14:42:05
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Logo Greer Schick
Senior Product Owner - Web
Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water
Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF

  ico.org.uk 
twitter.com/iconews
Please consider the environment before printing this email
For information about what we do with personal data see
our privacy notice

 
 
From: Greer Schick 
Sent: Thursday, December 14, 2023 9:12 AM
To: 
Cc: Katie Makepeace-Warne <Katie.Makepeace-Warne@ico.org.uk>
Subject: RE: Website feedback
 
 
Dear ,
 
Thanks for your feedback, suggestion and questions about the Make a
subject access request service on our website.
 
Really appreciate the feedback. One of the main objectives of the
service was to make subject access requests more specific, so I’m
pleased that you also think it will do this.
 
Thanks also for the suggestion about allowing making it clear to
customers that organisations may need confirmation of their ID. We
currently include an instruction in the email that gets sent to the
customer that advises them that the organisation will usually want to
confirm their identity before providing them with any information. And
that the organisation may also ask them to clarify their request. We are
working on adding functionality so that customers can upload proof of
ID, eg a copy of their passport or other document when they make their
request, to reduce the amount of back and forth between the customer
and organisation.
 
Re the organisation email address. We have some validation built in
that is designed to reduce the likelihood of an incorrect email, however
if the email is incorrect then the service will send an email back to the
customer advising them that their request wasn’t able to be delivered
and giving advice about what to do next.





My question relates to the organisational email address. I was wondering what
happens if the requester inputs this incorrectly, obviously the ICO will get a mailer
daemon but will this be passed to the requester? I'm just concerned that they will
think a request has been made when it hasn't. 

As I say on the whole I think this is a very positive step.

Text
field

-

Name

Email

 



From: Suzanne Gordon
To: Rob Holtom; Andy Grocott
Subject: RE: SAR Tool - Request to "progress at risk" for next iteration of service
Date: 31 January 2024 11:14:34
Attachments: image001.jpg

Hi Andy,
 
I am comfortable with this risk and agree with Rob that as long as we complete the SOR within
an agreed timeframe, we should proceed.
 
Thanks
 
Suzanne
 

From: Rob Holtom <Rob.Holtom@ico.org.uk> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 31, 2024 10:56 AM
To: Andy Grocott <andy.grocott@ico.org.uk>; Suzanne Gordon <Suzanne.Gordon@ico.org.uk>
Subject: RE: SAR Tool - Request to "progress at risk" for next iteration of service
 
I am comfortable with progressing at risk, if we can agree a timeframe
for the SoR to be completed within say 3 months.
R
 

Logo Rob Holtom
Executive Director - Digital, Data and Technology
(DDaT), Transformation & Delivery
Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane,
Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF

  ico.org.uk 
twitter.com/iconews
Please consider the environment before printing this email
 
If you wish to submit an information request or
want to exercise any of your data protection rights,
please forward your email to the Information
Access Team at accessicoinformation@ico.org.uk,
or you can call us to make a verbal request relating
to your personal data on our Helpline 0303 123
1113.

For information about what we do with
personal data see our privacy notice

 
 
From: Andy Grocott <andy.grocott@ico.org.uk> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 31, 2024 10:48 AM
To: Suzanne Gordon <Suzanne.Gordon@ico.org.uk>; Rob Holtom <Rob.Holtom@ico.org.uk>
Subject: SAR Tool - Request to "progress at risk" for next iteration of service
 







From: Andy Grocott
To: Graham Rumens
Subject: FW: SAR Tool - decision to "progress at risk"
Date: 02 February 2024 10:30:00
Attachments: image001.jpg

RE SAR Tool - Request to progress at risk for next iteration of service.msg

 
 
From: Andy Grocott 
Sent: Wednesday, January 31, 2024 4:23 PM
To: Alan McGann <Alan.McGann@ico.org.uk>; Steven Rook <Steven.Rook@ico.org.uk>
Subject: SAR Tool - decision to "progress at risk"
 
Alan/Steven,
 
Following on from a series of IM’s I had with both of you in the last day
(and acting on Alan’s advice), I contacted Rob Holtom and Suzanne
Gordon in their roles as Executive Sponsor and Sponsor for the SAR
Tool project.
 
I explained to Rob and Suzanne that, in line with user feedback on the
SAR service, we have been working on one further iteration of the SAR
service adding functionality to the service to allow data subjects to
upload documents, eg copy of their passport, and copy of a utility bill.
This is designed to make it quicker and easier for organisations to carry
out necessary proof of ID and proof of address checks, as well as giving
the functionality for individuals to raise requests on behalf of another
person, in doing so uploading a document proving they had consent to
act on behalf of the data subject.
 
I explained that to support this functionality, the existing file upload
feature will be enhanced with malware scanning on file upload. This will
mean that as customers upload their documents to the service, they will
be scanned using . Before submitting the
request to the organisation (and the copy to the customer), only files
that have been scanned and passed will be attached; otherwise, they
will be removed. When a file is removed, the recipient emails will
contain a message ‘This file was removed for security reasons’
alongside the name of the file and the form question it related to.
 
I informed them that we had taken the design to both TDA and CAB,
updated the service DPIA accordingly and tested the solution in our test
instance, but had been in contact with yourselves re getting an updated
SOT completed for the new service functionality, but due to resource
challenges/capacity and other priorities, you did not have the capacity
to complete SOR’s presently and Alan had proposed we raise a
“progress at risk” request with the IAO/Project Sponsors.
 
I explained to them that, as our service release definition of done calls
for, amongst other things, a “Met” SOR and a sponsor sign off of known
risks associated with any release, I was requesting their authority to





From: Suzanne Gordon
To: Rob Holtom; Andy Grocott
Subject: RE: SAR Tool - Request to "progress at risk" for next iteration of service
Date: 31 January 2024 11:14:34
Attachments: image001.jpg

Hi Andy,
 
I am comfortable with this risk and agree with Rob that as long as we complete the SOR within
an agreed timeframe, we should proceed.
 
Thanks
 
Suzanne
 

From: Rob Holtom <Rob.Holtom@ico.org.uk> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 31, 2024 10:56 AM
To: Andy Grocott <andy.grocott@ico.org.uk>; Suzanne Gordon <Suzanne.Gordon@ico.org.uk>
Subject: RE: SAR Tool - Request to "progress at risk" for next iteration of service
 
I am comfortable with progressing at risk, if we can agree a timeframe
for the SoR to be completed within say 3 months.
R
 

Logo Rob Holtom
Executive Director - Digital, Data and Technology
(DDaT), Transformation & Delivery
Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane,
Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF

  ico.org.uk 
twitter.com/iconews
Please consider the environment before printing this email
 
If you wish to submit an information request or
want to exercise any of your data protection rights,
please forward your email to the Information
Access Team at accessicoinformation@ico.org.uk,
or you can call us to make a verbal request relating
to your personal data on our Helpline 0303 123
1113.

For information about what we do with
personal data see our privacy notice

 
 
From: Andy Grocott <andy.grocott@ico.org.uk> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 31, 2024 10:48 AM
To: Suzanne Gordon <Suzanne.Gordon@ico.org.uk>; Rob Holtom <Rob.Holtom@ico.org.uk>
Subject: SAR Tool - Request to "progress at risk" for next iteration of service
 







From: Digital Content
To: Graham Rumens
Subject: RE: SAR on Iris
Date: 21 February 2024 10:06:45
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Thanks, updated.
 

Stephen Morris
Senior Communications Officer
Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water
Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF

 ico.org.uk  twitter.com/iconews
Please consider the environment before printing this email
 
If you wish to submit an information request or
want to exercise any of your data protection
rights, please forward your email to the
Information Access Team at
accessicoinformation@ico.org.uk, or you can call
us to make a verbal request relating to your
personal data on our Helpline 0303 123 1113.
 
For information about what we do with
personal data see our privacy notice

 
 
From: Graham Rumens <Graham.Rumens@ico.org.uk> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 21, 2024 9:54 AM
To: Digital Content < >
Subject: RE: SAR on Iris
 
Please could you make the following changes to this page please?
 
What?
The team engaged in user research during spring 2023 and established some
key problems and requirements for both SAR requestors and organisations.
This produced several potential solutions and we developed and tested a
digital tool, which was released as a Beta in August 2023.

Following the release of the Beta version, we have continued to capture
feedback from both requestors and organisations using the service. This
established a prioritised list of additional requirements - which have





 
 
From: Graham Rumens <Graham.Rumens@ico.org.uk> 
Sent: Monday, November 20, 2023 9:42 AM
To: Digital Content 
Subject: RE: SAR on Iris
 
Morning could I please make the following updates to the SAR Tool page
on IRIS?
 
What?
 
The team engaged in user research during spring 2023 and established some
key problems and requirements for both SAR requestors and organisations.
This produced several potential solutions and we developed and tested a
digital tool, which was released as a Beta in August 2023.
 
Following the release of the Beta version, we have continued to capture
feedback from both requestors and organisations using the service. This
established a prioritised list of additional requirements - which are being
released in product upgrades, during November. These include, Live E-mail
‘validation’ of organisations the requestor is contacting, file upload capabilities,
improved guidance, and an automated e-mail ‘bounce-back’ process which
notifies requestors when their E-mail to an organisation has not been
delivered. In addition, the service is now fully available in Welsh language.  
 
When?
 
The Beta version went Live in August, additional functionality releases in
October and November with full Go Live expected in December 23.
 
Thanks
Graham
 

 
From: Graham Rumens 
Sent: Thursday, August 24, 2023 10:24 AM
To: Digital Content >







 
Please can you update the Iris project Tile for SAR please?
 
Subject Access Requests (sharepoint.com)
 
What?
 
The team engaged in user research, during the spring 23, and
established some key problems and requirements for both SAR
requestors and organisations. This produced some potential solutions
and we currently have two versions of a prototype Tool under
development. The first iteration of the Tool is scheduled to be released
as a Beta launch soon.
 
When ?
 
The first Beta version of the Tool is scheduled to be released in early Jul
23.  
 
Thanks
Graham
 

 
From: Digital Content <digitalcontent@ico.org.uk> 
Sent: Thursday, May 25, 2023 12:43 PM
To: Graham.Rumens <Graham.Rumens@ico.org.uk>; Digital Content <digitalcontent@ico.org.uk>
Subject: RE: SAR on Iris
 
Hi Graham, can confirm this has now been added.
 
Let me know if you need anything else.
 
Thanks
 
Michael
 

From: Graham.Rumens <Graham.Rumens@ico.org.uk> 
Sent: 25 May 2023 11:24
To: Digital Content <digitalcontent@ico.org.uk>
Subject: RE: SAR on Iris









From: Greer Schick
To: IThelp
Subject: RE: SAR Service update - Ticket Update [CR:1060296]
Date: 05 March 2024 19:38:00
Attachments: image001.jpg

This change was completed successfully
 

Logo Greer Schick
Senior Product Owner - Web
Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water
Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF

  ico.org.uk 
twitter.com/iconews
Please consider the environment before printing this email
For information about what we do with personal data see
our privacy notice

 
 
From: IThelp  
Sent: Tuesday, March 5, 2024 10:20 AM
To: Greer Schick <Greer.Schick@ico.org.uk>
Subject: Re: SAR Service update - Ticket Update [CR:1060296]
 
Hi, Greer Schick

Your change has been approved. If you could please reply to this email
with any update / the outcome of the change.

 

Details:

Change Title Website – Subject access request service - Adding proof of ID and ability
to make requests on behalf of someone else

ID 1060296

Username Greer Schick

Date Occurred 22/02/2024 20:42

Change Reference Number 240049

Change Type Normal

Change Owner Greer Schick

Technical Owner Greer Schick

Product Owner aware of
change

Yes - Consulted

Change Start Date & Time 05/03/2024 11:00 

Estimated time to Implement 30 minutes

Change End Time * Date 05/03/2024 11:40

Outage required No



Outage duration

Site access required No

Summary of Change This change is to make an update to the Make a subject access request
service.
 
The update will allow customers to upload proof of identity and proof of
address documents to the service, so that organisations have everything
they need to progress their request. It will also make it more explicit that
third parties can complete the service on behalf of someone else, for
example an elderly relative or a client, to make the service more
accessible.
 
The expected result is that the service will be updated to include
additional fields that ask customers for documents. This will also bring
on-upload malware scanning in to live use. 

Implementation Plant

Prerequisites
Changes completed on pre-production environments, all tests and regression tests passed.
 
Updated web form copied into Production environment.
 
29 February
ICO, Greer Schick:
1.Temporarily remove ‘Start’ button from start page and replace with holding text explaining that the service is
temporarily unavailable, and to try again later.
2.Wait 10 minutes for any existing traffic to clear the form.
3.Replace the form residing on the Make a subject access request page with the updated form, save and
publish.
4.Reinstate start button.
5.Smoke test access to the updated form.
6.Check that subject access requests are being completed.
7.Once checks have passed, delete previous version of form.

Test Plan

Smoke testing as above.

Testing Resource

Anthony Francis

Backout plan

As needed:
1.Temporarily remove ‘Start’ button from start page and replace with holding text explaining that the service is
temporarily unavailable, and to try again later.
2.Wait 10 minutes for any existing traffic to clear the form.
3.Replace the form residing on the Make a subject access request page with the previous version of the form,
save and publish.
4.Reinstate start button.
5.Smoke test access to the updated form.



6.Check that subject access requests are being completed.

Time to backout

15 minutes

DPIA Screening complete
Yes - DPIA Required
DPIA Signed Off
Yes
DPIA Link (EDRM)
https://edrm/sites/corp/im/GovAccount/_layouts/15/DocIdRedir.aspx?ID=CORP-1937519151-692

Risk

Low

Impact

Low

Impact if not completed

•Opportunity not taken / delay to updating form to make it easier for organisations receiving subject access
requests and make it more accessible for users who want someone to use the service on their behalf.

Residual risk and impact

The risks of introducing on-upload malware scanning have been accepted and it is considered a robust and
proportionate solution. The architecture was designed with Shout and design approved by TDA.

Change to DR

Yes

Summary of Changes to DR 
$ChangeChangesToDRSummary

Disk Addition

No

Additional details on disks affected

Security Risk Assessment

The residual risk of malware contained in an uploaded file not being detected and going on to a recipient
organisation have been accepted. The on-upload malware scanning has been accepted as a robust and
proportionate mitigation. The architecture was designed with Shout and design approved by TDA.

Affected CI’s

ICO website in Digital Service subscription



 

 
Please reply to this e-mail to respond.
 
Thank you.
 

PS. If you want to see a full history and the status of your tickets , please visit HALO, the IT
Help Self-Service portal at: https://digitalandit.haloitsm.com/portal/tickets

 

Logo Jonny Wicks

Incident, Problem and Change Manager
 

Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane,
Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF

T. 0330 414 6260  F. 01625 524510  ico.org.uk 
twitter.com/iconews

Please consider the environment before printing this email

For information about what we do with personal data see our
privacy notice
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. Before submitting the request to the organisation 
(and the copy to the customer), only files that have been scanned and 
passed will be attached; otherwise they will be removed. When a file is 
removed, the recipient emails will contain a message ‘This file was 
removed for security reasons’ alongside the name of the file and the 
form question it related to. 
 
Updated 11/10/23: 
 
The service requires customer to enter the email address of the 
organisation they are making their request to. Despite pattern 
validation of this address, analysis shows that entered addresses can 
remain invalid resulting in some requests not being received and the 
ICO needing to contact the customer. An instant email validation 
service, supplied by Data-8, will be integrated which will check: 
• the supplied domain exists and is set up to receive email; 
• at least one of the mail servers advertised for the domain is 
actually live; and 
• that the mail server accepts mail for the full email address. 
This is designed to further reduce the likelihood of an incorrect 
organisation email address being entered. 
 
The only data processed for this element of the service is the email 
address typed by the customer. 
 
Updated 3/11/23: 
 
If requests (sent by email) are not able to be delivered to the 
organisation (despite the checks described above), there is currently a 
manual process to contact customers to alert them and give advice 
about what to do.  
 
A new process will be created to do this automatically.  
 
This will not collect any new data, and will use existing technologies (MS 
Azure, Sendgrid) that are already used within the service. 
 
Updated 17/01/2023: 
 
Users of the service have always been able to use the service to make 
requests on behalf of other people – however we have never explicitly 
said that was the case. Following feedback from users that it is difficult 
to use the service when they are making 3rd party requests and 
feedback from organisations that they are not receiving all the 
information they need to action SARs that come through the service – 
we are making changes to the form that will make it easier for users to 
make 3rd party requests. 
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This will involve adding a new section to the form that asks for 
information about the 3rd party and the ability to upload a letter of 
consent or PoA document. None of this information is mandatory. This 
change does not mean we have authenticated that the 3rd party has 
consent to make the request – this responsibility still lies with the 
organisation, which is stated in the email they receive.  
 
This iteration to the service uses no new technology. 
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located in the US, for routing 
and transmission of emails 
worldwide as may be 
necessary. 

The ICO will hold the SAR 
request for 14 days, so it 
can recover and resend the 
request in event of service 
loss or failure.  

Data may be retained by 
Twilio for quality control 
purposes, for no more than 
61 days. 

 

Optional – Data subjects Date 
of birth or other identifier 
(such as NHS patient number, 
customer reference number 
etc) so that an organisation 
can easier identify the 
individual making the request. 

Members of the public 
requesting access to the 
data an ornaisation holds 
on them. 

Organisations 
data subject 
submits request 
to 
Customer 
Data processors 
as listed above. 

 
Yes 
  

If yes, list the countries the 
data will be transferred to: 

Data may be processed by 
Twilio and its sub-processor 
Amazon Web Services, 
located in the US, for routing 
and transmission of emails 
worldwide as may be 
necessary. 

 
Other (please specify time 
period below) 
 

If selecting other, please 
specify the length of time 
personal data will be 
retained:  

The ICO will hold the SAR 
request for 14 days,  so it 
can recover and resend the 
request in event of service 
loss or failure.  
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loss or failure 

Data may be retained by 
Twilio for quality control 
purposes, for no more than 
61 days. 

Optional – Data subjects 
contact telephone number (in 
the event the organisation has 
to call the requester for further 
information to help them 
satisfy the SAR request). 

Members of the public 
requesting access to the 
data an organisation 
holds on them. 

Organisations 
data subject 
submits request 
to 
Customer (copy 
of their request) 
Data processors 
as listed above. 

 
Yes 
  

If yes, list the countries the 
data will be transferred to: 

Data may be processed by 
Twilio and its sub-processor 
Amazon Web Services, 
located in the US, for routing 
and transmission of emails 
worldwide as may be 
necessary. 

 
Other (please specify time 
period below) 
 

If selecting other, please 
specify the length of time 
personal data will be 
retained:   

The ICO will hold the SAR 
request for 14 days,  so it 
can recover and resend the 
request in event of service 
loss or failure 

 

 
Optional – Data subject 
Address (this is to assist the 
receiving organisation in 
identifying the individual, 
satisfying the SAR request and 
in verifying identity) 

Members of the public 
requesting access to the 
data an organisation 
holds on them. 

Organisations 
data subject 
submits request 
to 
Customer (copy 
of their request) 

Yes 
  

If yes, list the countries the 
data will be transferred to: 

Other (please specify time 
period below) 
 

If selecting other, please 
specify the length of time 
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Data processors 
as listed above. 

 
Data may be processed by 
Twilio and its sub-processor 
Amazon Web Services, 
located in the US, for routing 
and transmission of emails 
worldwide as may be 
necessary. 

personal data will be 
retained:   

 
 
The ICO will hold the SAR 
request for 14 days,  so it 
can recover and resend the 
request in event of service 
loss or failure. 
 
Data may be retained by 
Twilio for quality control 
purposes, for no more than 
61 days. 

Optional – Data subject proof 
of ID and proof of address 
documents 

Members of the public 
requesting access to the 
data an organisation 
holds on them. 

Organisations 
data subject 
submits request 
to 
Customer (copy 
of their request) 
Data processors 
as listed above. 

Yes 
  

If yes, list the countries the 
data will be transferred to: 

 
Data may be processed by 
Twilio and its sub-processor 
Amazon Web Services, 
located in the US, for routing 
and transmission of emails 
worldwide as may be 
necessary. 

Other (please specify time 
period below) 
 

If selecting other, please 
specify the length of time 
personal data will be 
retained:   

The ICO will hold the SAR 
request for 14 days,  so it 
can recover and resend the 
request in event of service 
loss or failure. 
 
Data may be retained by 
Twilio for quality control 
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purposes, for no more than 
61 days. 

Name and email address Any third party 
submitting a request on 
behalf of a data subject.  

Organisations 
who receive the 
request,  
3rd party 
requesters,  
Data processors 
as listed above. 

Yes 
  

If yes, list the countries the 
data will be transferred to: 

 
Data may be processed by 
Twilio and its sub-processor 
Amazon Web Services, 
located in the US, for routing 
and transmission of emails 
worldwide as may be 
necessary. 

Other (please specify time 
period below) 
 

If selecting other, please 
specify the length of time 
personal data will be 
retained:   

The ICO will hold the SAR 
request for 14 days,  so it 
can recover and resend the 
request in event of service 
loss or failure. 
 
Data may be retained by 
Twilio for quality control 
purposes, for no more than 
61 days. 

Optional – evidence that 
someone has permission to 
make 3rd party request, this 
could be a letter of consent, 
power of attorney, birth 
certificate or adoption 
certificate 

Any third party 
submitting a request on 
behalf of a data subject 
and the data subject.  

Organisations 
who receive the 
request,  
3rd party 
requesters,  
Data processors 
as listed above. 

Yes 
  

If yes, list the countries the 
data will be transferred to: 

 
Data may be processed by 
Twilio and its sub-processor 

Other (please specify time 
period below) 
 

If selecting other, please 
specify the length of time 
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Amazon Web Services, 
located in the US, for routing 
and transmission of emails 
worldwide as may be 
necessary. 

personal data will be 
retained:   

The ICO will hold the SAR 
request for 14 days,  so it 
can recover and resend the 
request in event of service 
loss or failure. 
 
Data may be retained by 
Twilio for quality control 
purposes, for no more than 
61 days. 

Email address of the receiving 
organisation, which could be 
an identifiable individual 

Named individuals at 
recipient organisation, 
identifiable by e-mail 
address  

Organisations 
data subject 
submits request 
to 
Customer (copy 
of their request) 
Data processors 
as listed above. 

 
Yes 
  

If yes, list the countries the 
data will be transferred to: 

Data may be processed by 
Twilio and its sub-processor 
Amazon Web Services, 
located in the US, for routing 
and transmission of emails 
worldwide as may be 
necessary. 

Other (please specify time 
period below) 
 

If selecting other, please 
specify the length of time 
personal data will be 
retained:   

The ICO will hold the SAR 
request for 14 days,  so it 
can recover and resend the 
request in event of service 
loss or failure.  

Data may be retained by 
Twilio for quality control 
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purposes, for no more than 
61 days. 

(Email validation requests 
are not stored.) 

 

An individual making a request 
could provide personal data 
which forms part of Special 
Category or Criminal Offence 
data 

Members of the public 
requesting access to the 
data an organisation 
holds on them. 

Organisations 
data subject 
submits request 
to 
Customer (copy 
of their request) 
Data processors 
as listed above. 

 
Yes 
  
If yes, list the countries the 
data will be transferred to: 

 
Data may be processed by 
Twilio and its sub-processor 
Amazon Web Services, 
located in the US, for routing 
and transmission of emails 
worldwide as may be 
necessary. 

Other (please specify time 
period below) 
 

If selecting other, please 
specify the length of time 
personal data will be 
retained:   

The ICO will hold the SAR 
request for 14 days,  so it 
can recover and resend the 
request in event of service 
loss or failure.  

Data may be retained by 
Twilio for quality control 
purposes, for no more than 
61 days 
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Personal data could be 
included in the “details of the 
personal information being 
requested” – although this is 
not requested 

Members of the public 
requesting access to the 
data an organisation 
holds on them. 

Organisations 
data subject 
submits request 
to 
Customer (copy 
of their request) 
Data processors 
as listed above. 

 
Yes 
  

If yes, list the countries the 
data will be transferred to: 

Data may be processed by 
Twilio and its sub-processor 
Amazon Web Services, 
located in the US, for routing 
and transmission of emails 
worldwide as may be 
necessary. 

Other (please specify time 
period below) 
 

If selecting other, please 
specify the length of time 
personal data will be 
retained:  

The ICO will hold the SAR 
request for 14 days,  so it 
can recover and resend the 
request in event of service 
loss or failure.  

Data may be retained by 
Twilio for quality control 
purposes, for no more than 
61 days. 

Individuals in providing a date 
range for their enquiry could 
enter personal data i.e. dates 
of a prison sentence 

Members of the public 
requesting access to the 
data an organisation 
holds on them. 

Organisations 
data subject 
submits request 
to 
Customer (copy 
of their request) 
Data processors 
as listed above. 

Yes 
  

If yes, list the countries the 
data will be transferred to: 

 
Data may be processed by 
Twilio and its sub-processor 
Amazon Web Services, 
located in the US, for routing 
and transmission of emails 

Other (please specify time 
period below) 
 

If selecting other, please 
specify the length of time 
personal data will be 
retained:   

The ICO will hold the SAR 
request for 14 days,  so it 
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worldwide as may be 
necessary. 

can recover and resend the 
request in event of service 
loss or failure. 

Data may be retained by 
Twilio for quality control 
purposes, for no more than 
61 days. 
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Q20. Can we stop our processing of the personal data on receipt of a request 
from a data subject? 

Yes 

Q21. Can we extract and transmit the personal data in a structured, commonly 
used and machine readable format if requested by the data subject? 

Yes 

Q22. Can we erase the personal data on receipt of a request from the data 
subject? 

Yes 
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data is accessible to an 
unauthorised party. 

set access permissions for 
different users.  
 
Expected mitigation: We will 
appoint and train a system 
administrator who will be 
responsible for implementing 
access controls and 
monitoring access. The 
system administrator will also 
audit the system periodically 
to review access permissions.  
  

1.  
Risk 20: A customer entering 
their own e-mail address 
incorrectly could lead to an 
organisation sending the 
response back to an 
unintended recipient 
(information breach) 

Tolerate: this risk 
is being accepted  

This requires an incorrect e-
mail address being entered 
twice by the customer, and 
the incorrect address being  
valid in its own right. We use 
‘check your details’ and tell 
organisations that they are  
obliged to validate the 
requestor as part of the 
process – both of these 
should catch incorrect e-mail 
addresses 

1 3 3 - low 

2. Risk 21: Cyber threat, ICO e-
mails could be copied and 
used for phishing or as spoof 
e-mails by bad actors. 

Tolerate: this risk 
is being accepted  

We have accepted that this 
could happen today. We 
stress to orgnaisations that 
they must validate the 
requestor. We will refer to 
cyber for further advise 

1 4 4- low 

3. Choose an item. 
 

 Existing mitigation: 3 1 3 - low 
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A customer could enter the 
organisation email address 
incorrectly, resulting in non-
delivery of a request or a 
request going to a third party 

Treat: this risk is 
being reduced by 
management 
action such as 
implementing 
controls or 
tackling the cause 
 
Tolerate: the 
remaining residual 
risk (addresses 
where validity 
cannot be 
determined) is 
accepted. 
 

A pattern validation control 
exists in the service, to 
ensure that email addresses 
conform to a known pattern, 
eg organisation@domain.com 
 
Expected mitigation: 
An ‘instant email validation’ 
service provided by Data-8 
will help ensure that emails 
are additionally addressed to 
an address of a live mail 
server that accepts email to 
the full email address, and 
where responses are ‘invalid’ 
the customer will be unable 
to send their request. 
 
Residual risk (low likelihood): 
Where it’s not possible to 
determine the validity of an 
email address, a requester 
will be able to submit their 
request. Email bounces will 
be monitored and an 
automated service will alert 
and advise customers. 

4. A 3rd party could try and access 
a data subjects information 
unlawfully by making a 
inauthentic 3rd party request. 
 

Transfer: this risk 
is being passed on 
to someone else 

Existing mitigation: 
 
We have made it clear in the 
correspondence with 
organisations that we have 
not validated that the 3rd 

3 1 3 - low 
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party has the right to make a 
request on behalf of the data 
subject and they must follow 
their own procedures for 
validating this.  
 
We have provided the 
functionality for people to 
provide evidence of their 
right to act on someone 
else’s behalf. 
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Service and Project Team meet on 
17/7/23.  

2. There appears to be additional 
categories of personal data being 
processed that aren’t included in 
your data inventory at 1.3. You 
should also include: 
 

• Name and contact details of 
the controller. Names can be 
expected as part of the email 
address input by requester 
and/or within the body of the 
request. E.g. My medical 
record held by Dr C” 
 

• You also need to include the 
personal data individuals will 
include within the body of the 
request. For example I’ve 
been receiving treatment for 
cancer by Doctor C and want 
to request a copy of my 
medical record. Or I was a 
prisoner at HMP serving 5 
years for robbery and want a 
copy of my file. You should 
expect to receive both special 
catgegory data and criminal 
offence data via this tool. You 
need to identify additional 

07/07/2023 Accept 
 
Any comments: 
 
 
 
Data of receiving individual at the organisation has been 
added to section 1.3. 
 
 
Section 1.4 Lawful basis has been updated and updated 
privacy policy need made in section 6. 
 
If rejecting DPO recommendations explain why: 
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lawful basis’ for processing 
these data categories, and 
consider any risks resulting 
from this processing. Suggest 
discussing when IM&C 
Service and Project Team 
meet on 17/7/23.  

3. As far as we’re aware there isn’t 
any intention to have age 
verification on the ICO website to 
restrict access the SAR generator. 
We recommend you work on the 
assumption that the SAR tool could 
therefore be used by children to 
make access requests, and the ICO 
may therefore process childrens 
data as a result. Consideration 
should be given to ICO guidance on 
processing the data of children and 
you need to factor this into your 
plans. Suggest discussing when 
IM&C Service and Project Team 
meet on 17/7/23. 

07/07/2023 Accept 
 
Any comments: 
 
Children have a right to submit a SAR on their own behalf 
and therefore we would not prevent a child from using 
this service - however, we think it is unlikely it will be 
used by many children. Our lawful basis for processing 
children's data remains the same - public task - as it is 
related to our need to support people (incl. children) to 
exercise their rights. Our style guide (which the tool is 
following) ensures we use language that is plain and 
accessible and should be readable by someone with a key 
stage 2 reading age. This is the same for our privacy 
notice - it should be accessible and readable by anyone 
so we shouldn't need a special "children's" PN. The 
processing is unlikely to result in high risk to children's 
rights and freedoms. We are not covered by the age 
appropriate design code.  We will not be testing the 
product with children the level of data processing we 
would have to do to recruit children for testing and then 
test with them is disproportionate to the risks to children 
using the service. However, all our online services are 
designed to accessible and usable by anyone with access 
to a computer or mobile device.  
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If rejecting DPO recommendations explain why: 
 
 

4. We recommend removing the 
sentence “Organisation receiving 
the request, who already hold the 
data subjects data” from your data 
inventory as this isn’t always going 
to be true and shouldn’t be 
assumed. Individuals will often 
make speculative access requests 
to organisations who they suspect 
might hold data about them, but 
they don’t. It is also possible the 
requester will include additional 
personal data previously not 
processed by the organisation 
within their access request. You 
should consider if removing this 
assumption presents any new risks 
to your data subjects.   

07/07/2023 Accept 
 
Any comments: 
 
Updated section 1.3 to reflect that an organisation 
approached may not actually hold individuals data, and 
included data processors as a recipient. 
 
We do not think that this presents any new risk. 
 
 
If rejecting DPO recommendations explain why: 
 
 

5. Section 1.5 – This is currently very 
limited and some further 
justification is required here to 
support the public task basis for 
processing this data, and satisfy 
necessity and proportionality 
requirements. Some of what you’ve 
mentioned in 1.2 can be expanded 
upon. For example consider 
justifications such as reducing 
volume of complaints to ICO, 

07/07/2023 Accept 
 
Any comments: 
Sections 1.3 and 1.5 have been updated. 
 
If rejecting DPO recommendations explain why: 
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promoting individuals rights and 
helping them to exercise these, 
educating controllers on their 
responsibilities and reducing 
burdens on business’ from poorly 
formulated SARs.  

You should also link back to the 
categories of data being processed 
and consider opportunities, if any, 
to minimise the data processed and 
still achieve your purpose.  
 
It was also noted that the 
statement “the only mandatory 
fields are name and e-mail 
address….all other information on 
the web service is optional” might 
not be accurate, as a number of 
other elements of the tool currently 
indicate via * they are mandatory. 
Please double check this and update 
the DPIA accordingly. 
 
Suggest discussing when IM&C 
Service and Project Team meet on 
17/7/23. 

6. If you haven’t already, we’d 
recommend you consider the 
scenario where an individual uses 
the tool to submit an access request 
on behalf of somebody else. It 
needs to be made clear to the 

07/07/2023 Accept 
 
Any comments: 
 
The online solution accommodates ‘on behalf of’ requests 
and the guidance sent to an organisation makes clear 
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controller receiving the request that 
the ICO has taken no steps to verify 
authorisation to act, and they 
should do so.  

Similarly this will presumably be the 
case for regular requests, we’ll be 
asking the controller to take steps 
to verify the requesters identity?  

There needs to generally be more 
explanation in this DPIA about what 
information will be provided to both 
data subjects using the tool and 
controllers receiving the request as 
a means of mitigating risks. 
Suggest discussing when IM&C 
Service and Project Team meet on 
17/7/23. 

that the ICO has not validated the request in any way, 
and that they are required to carry out their normal 
validation checks. In the email issued to the Organisation 
it clearly states, “You must be satisfied that you 
know the identity of the requestor, and that the 
data you hold relates to them. You may need to 
contact the requestor to check their identity." 
 
@Steve We are actually updating the wording to include 
something along the lines of “The ICO has forwarded 
this request on behalf of the requester and has not 
taken steps to validate their identity” but want to get 
Hannah’s input on that when she returns to work on 
24/07. 
 
If rejecting DPO recommendations explain why: 
 

7. Personal data lifecycle / Response 
to Q9 in section 3 -  it’s not 
completely clear where personal 
data will be stored and there is 
indication copies may be held in 
multiple locations. It’s important 
there is developed understanding of 
all places this data might be 
duplicated so the same retention 
rules can be applied. Without this 
there is a risk we retain data longer 
than required (14 days) and risk 
misinforming data subjects.  

07/07/2023 Accept 
 
Any comments: 
Section 3 Q9 has been updated, as there are no new web 
services being introduced we are utilising exisiting time-
served retention practices.    
 
@Steve I have clarified that Sendgrid will store minimal 
random content samples for 61 days, as is the case with 
our other online web form services – such as making a 
complaint or data protection fee. The following extract is 
taken from our current website privacy notice, so am 
proposing to include it in S3. Q9: 
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“We use Twilio Sendgrid to support our email 
infrastructure and the operation of these services. 
Any personal information you share with us may be 
shared with Twilio and this can include the transfer 
of data to the USA. We have in place Standard 
Contractual Clauses to safeguard this transfer and 
data is retained by Twilio for no more than 61 
days”. 
 
If rejecting DPO recommendations explain why: 
 

8. Access Controls –  

Access is described as limited to 
authorised users: website editors in 
comms, Tony Francis, Greer Schick 
and Hannah Smith in DDat. Please 
expand on how these accounts are 
managed. As per recommendation 
7 if data is being held in multiple 
locations you should consider 
whether access to this data is 
actually wider than this pool of 
individuals and consider any risks. 

07/07/2023 Accept 
 
Any comments: 
We are not introducing any new technologies and will 
continue with existing access practices used elsewhere, 
and approved, in the the business. 
 
If rejecting DPO recommendations explain why: 
 

9. Section 3 

Q2. -  We’re unable to identify any 
data processing that relies on an 
individuals consent. Your response 
here should be N/A so it has been 
changed.  

07/07/2023 Accept 
 
Any comments: 
 
 
If rejecting DPO recommendations explain why: 
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Q8. – an update to the retention 
schedule will be required and 
response should be Yes so this has 
been changed. Action added to 
section 6. 

Q15. - An update to the ROPA will 
be needed. Response changed to 
Yes and added as an action in 
section 6. 

Q16. - See recommendation 1, 
clarification required on data 
processors.  

Q18, 19 & 20. – clarification 
required as to why these questions 
have been answered no as these 
are fundamental GDPR rights. 
Suggest discussing when IM&C 
Service and Project Team meet on 
17/7/23. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The part that the ICO plays in the process is to forward 
the SAR request to external organisations. These 
questions have been answered on the basis that once we 
have delivered the mail we cannot then retirieve it, or 
amend it with the organisation is question. We should 
review these q’s and our understanding of whats being 
asked. 
 
SJ 18/07/2023 – explanation for no response added to 
Q18. Q19 and Q20 reviewed and response changed to 
Yes.  
 
 

10. Risk Assessment – generally the 
risk assessment is very limited and 
will need to be reconsidered once 
the above recommendations have 
been addressed.  

07/07/2023 Reject 
 
Any comments: 
 
If rejecting DPO recommendations explain why: 
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A few additional risks (not exclusive 
list) we suggest you consider are: 
 

• 1. the risk of the SAR tool 
failing, and an individual 
being unable to exercise 
rights. E.g. they think they’ve 
made a SAR but it’s not been 
submitted correctly. Consider 
what controls are in place to 
alert us to send failures, 
bounce backs etc. and how 
do we intend to alert 
individuals if an email fails. 
 

• 2. Security controls are 
inadequate for protecting 
personal data resulting in a 
loss of confidentiality, 
integrity, availability.  
 

• 3. Risk of an individual 
sending their SAR request to 
wrong org – what validation 
measures / warnings are in 
place to prevent this.  
 

• 4. Individuals are unable to 
exercise their rights in 
relation to our processing 
(unless responses to Q18, 19 
& 20 change).  

 
The project has a formal Risk register which is fluid and 
will be signed off by the project sponsor, and any caveats 
completed before Go live.  
 
All the risks mentioned opposite are listed on the 
register, with the exception of: 
 
4. See above comments in point 9 ref these q’s 
 
5. This has been addressed in point 3 above 
 
6. Addressed in point 7 above 
 
Key DPIA risks in project risk register include: 
 
7. In creating a tool, with contact data  provided by the 
ICO, with an inferred responsibility for accuracy and 
delivery to an organisation, we risk legal challenge in the 
event of an error.  
If we direct a request to an inaccurate address, this could 
lead to the disclosure of personal data to a 3rd party. 
 
15. Due to the generator tool capturing data from 
requestors completing a SAR request, we are processing 
(potentially sensitive) person information, which could 
run risks to individuals if redirected or used incorrectly. 
 
16. The MMP solution tool hosts the routing of SAR 
requests via e-mail to the intended recipient. The ICO 
could become responsible for any delay in delivering the 
SAR request, as any 'bounce back' failure messages, from 
organisations,  are not sent back to the orginator - in the 
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• 5. Lack of age verification 

and risks associated with 
processing childrens data.  
 

• 6. Data retained for longer 
than is necessary 

 

event of an incorrect  e-mail being entered by the 
customer. 
 
19. The organisation receiving the request via the tool 
doesn't recognise it as a SAR or doesn't trust that it's 
legitimate, leading to the customer not receiving a 
response. 
 
20. The customer entering an incorrect email address as 
their own email address may lead to the organisation 
sending the response to an email address that doesn't 
exist, or sending it to the wrong recipient (information 
breach). 
 
21. Cyber Threat, partially linked to Risk 20. In sending 
ICO branded e-mails to requestors and organisations, as 
part of our intermediary role for SAR requests, There is a 
risk that these will be copied by bad actors and issued as 
part of phishing campaigns, spoof e-mails or other 
purposes to illegally capture or intercept personal data. 
Does an ICO branded SAR request being received by an 
organisation give the impression that the ICO have 
validated the requestor? Could this assumption lead to 
some organisations releasing personal data without 
carrying out security validations when receiving these 
requests? 
 
23. An individual could add personal special category 
data or criminal record data to the online solution. This 
could be a risk to individuals if redirected or used 
incorrectly (related to 15) 
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Attached is a link to project risk register with risk scores 
and mitigations in place for each of these risks –  

Project%20RAID%20l
og%20-%20SAR%20T 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 













SAR Tool Project

Show & Tell – 26 September 2023



Purpose of a 
show and tell

1. Opportunity for the Scrum Team to 
showcase the work they have been 
doing.

2. Opportunity for stakeholders to ask 
questions and provide feedback on 
the discovery work of the Scrum 
Team up until the end of March 
2023.

3. Communication - encourages 
transparency and lets teams we 
are working with know what we 
are up to and keeps teams 
connected.

It is not an opportunity to discuss  
solutions and it is not a Project 
Board.



ICO25 
Project 

mandate for 
SAR

Individuals have an important legal right to access information held on them by 
businesses, through making SARs. But we believe that SARs going in to 
businesses are often formulated badly, meaning that requests are unclear or 
unnecessarily wide in scope. This slows down the process of the individual 
accessing the information they need, and gives businesses an extra 
administrative burden of trying to understand and meet the request. We think 
this is because individuals don’t understand how to make a request in the best 
way, which may stop individuals exercising their right to make a request. The 
aim of this work is to help individuals understand their rights and how best to 
make an SAR, thereby supporting individuals, reducing the burden of poorly 
formulated SARs on businesses, and reducing complaints to the ICO.

Why are we doing it? How does it fit with our strategic objectives? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Extract from options paper:“A key theme in response to the government consultation on DP reform is that there is a significant burden placed on organisations responding to SARs.” “Similarly, people wanting to find out what information is held about them often don’t know how to go about it or what their legal rights are.” The ICO25 annual action plan outlines our commitment, in year one, to “develop a subject access request (SAR) tool to help people make requests in ways which will help organisations to respond effectively. The tool will help people identify where to send their requests and explain what they should expect. The receiving organisation will receive information from the ICO to help them respond quickly and simply”.  



SAR Project objectives

The public can easily exercise 
their right of access.

The public better understand 
what information they are 

entitled to.

SAR’s submitted through the 
tool are clearer, more 

specific and more effective.

Organisation’s find it easier 
to respond appropriately to 

SAR’s.

The public get access to the 
relevant data they are 

entitled to.

Reduction in proportion of 
SAR’s that result in 

complaints to the ICO closed 
as “No further action – 

Insufficient information to 
proceed”.



Sprint 12 Objectives

Manage and Monitor MMP service in Production

Raise change request and draft Data8 Contract variation notice

Manage bounce backs and refine bounce backs solution design 

Develop and test solution for email validation

Develop mock ups for user Identity verification

Develop and test template to support Welsh language service



Manage and 
monitoring 

service in 
Production

• 3281 submissions received through the service 
since it was launched on 02 August

• Time to complete the service remains constant at 
around 3 minutes 06 seconds and completion 
rate is steady at 29%.

• User satisfaction remains high with survey 
questions on satisfaction, usability and clarity all 
scoring between 4.26 and 4.84 out of 5.

• Users are expressing an understanding of their 
rights and the law.

• Organisations overall satisfaction is constant at 
3.15 and understanding of what is being 
requested of them has climbed slightly to 3.79

• Continue to manually manage bounce backs, 
with 180 bounce backs processed to date.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Averaging 63.8 submissions a day Dev Costs – to end of August 13.5K & VAT – against a draw down of £20k and a nominal budget of half a million. User survey numbers – 19 users and 98 organisations (3%)Time to complete down 1 second from 3:07;  Organisation satisfaction gone from 3.14 to 3.15 and understanding of what is being asked gone from 3.74 to 3.79



Bounce backs

• 180 bounce backs to date (5%).
• Being managed by Project and PADPCS, 

but resource intensive.
• Analysis of bounce backs shows two 

thirds are “invalid” and will be resolved 
with Data8 email validation solution.

• Remainder (1.8% of submissions) will be 
“bounced back” to user in new solution 
being refined.



Email validation (as-is)

Pattern validation

 Checks that address conform to standard pattern
×  Doesn’t check that the domain exists
×  Doesn’t check that the domain is receiving emails

Incorrect, and not allowed

Incorrect, but

allowed



Email validation (to be)

Add: MX, Server, and Address validation

  Checks that address conform to standard pattern
  Check the domain exists and is set up to receive emails
  Checks that at least one of the advertised mail servers is live
  Validates that the mail server accepts mail for the full email address

Incorrect, and not allowed

Add: Suggestions

Incorrect, suggestion given



Email validation improvement (but not a 
silver bullet)
  Checks that address conform to standard pattern
  Check the domain exists and is set up to receive emails
  Checks that at least one of the advertised mail servers is live
  Validates that the mail server accepts mail for the full email address

Responses
Inconclusive }
CatchAll }   customer will be allowed to continue
GreyListed }

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Around 3 bouncebacks a day on current volumes, expectation is this would go down to around 1 a dayInconclusive – Valid or Invalid couldn’t be determined. Usually due to mail server not responding in time, or not providing enough information.CatchAll – mail server configured to accept mail for any address provided to it. Mail will be accepted, but may be returned later.GreyListed – mail server set up to temporarily reject mail from a server it doesn’t recognise. Aim is to reduce spam because legitimate mail servers will try again after a delay.



Identity document upload

Refresher
•Analysed survey feedback from orgs

•Many orgs didn't trust the request until they had contacted the requester for ID.
•Lack of IDs was one of the top five reasons for orgs being unsatisfied with the service.
•It was also one of the most common reasons for orgs saying the receiving SARs via the service was 
the same or sometimes harder to action than usual SARs.
•Over 40% of people said their next steps were to validate ID*

•Desk based research
•Looked at organisations who said it was the same or harder to action to see how they currently validate ID
•Held a workshop to decide the design features and discuss risks and opportunities.



Identity document upload

This sprint:

•Created mock up: Make a subject access request | ICO

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ICO will allow users to upload documents that will enable the Organisation receiving SAR to verify they are who they say they are.Users can upload a document to prove identity and/or address, but not mandatory to use the service.DPIA and SOR to be updated accordingly.

https://staging.ico.org.uk/for-the-public/make-a-subject-access-request/


Identity document upload

This sprint:
•Created mock up: Make a subject access request | ICO
•Reviewed as a team
•Determined success measures*

Next sprint (and one after):
• Adjust security settings

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Measures: 4 or above for requestor satisfactionNo drop off of conversion from form page to final page No marked increase in calls to the helpline  41% or more of the requests have ID/address uploaded Increase in organisation ease of use Decrease in comments about ID verificationReduce the number of people saying next steps are validate ID 

https://staging.ico.org.uk/for-the-public/make-a-subject-access-request/


Plan for Sprint 13

• Welsh language service: build service, update EQIA, go live
• Email validation: Complete build and testing, finalise CVN, update DPIA, SoR
• Iterative development: Go live for date field validation fix
• Data dashboard: gather requirements
• ID documents upload: refine user journey to incl virus scanning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Measures: 4 or above for requestor satisfactionNo drop off of conversion from form page to final page No marked increase in calls to the helpline  41% or more of the requests have ID/address uploaded Increase in organisation ease of use Decrease in comments about ID verificationReduce the number of people saying next steps are validate ID 



Questions



Show & Tell Presentation End



SAR Tool Project

Show & Tell – 24 October 2023



Purpose of a 
show and tell

1. Opportunity for the Scrum Team to 
showcase the work they have been 
doing.

2. Opportunity for stakeholders to ask 
questions and provide feedback on 
the discovery work of the Scrum 
Team up until the end of March 
2023.

3. Communication - encourages 
transparency and lets teams we 
are working with know what we 
are up to and keeps teams 
connected.

It is not an opportunity to discuss  
solutions and it is not a Project 
Board.



ICO25 
Project 

mandate for 
SAR

Individuals have an important legal right to access information held on them by 
businesses, through making SARs. But we believe that SARs going in to 
businesses are often formulated badly, meaning that requests are unclear or 
unnecessarily wide in scope. This slows down the process of the individual 
accessing the information they need, and gives businesses an extra 
administrative burden of trying to understand and meet the request. We think 
this is because individuals don’t understand how to make a request in the best 
way, which may stop individuals exercising their right to make a request. The 
aim of this work is to help individuals understand their rights and how best to 
make an SAR, thereby supporting individuals, reducing the burden of poorly 
formulated SARs on businesses, and reducing complaints to the ICO.

Why are we doing it? How does it fit with our strategic objectives? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Extract from options paper:“A key theme in response to the government consultation on DP reform is that there is a significant burden placed on organisations responding to SARs.” “Similarly, people wanting to find out what information is held about them often don’t know how to go about it or what their legal rights are.” The ICO25 annual action plan outlines our commitment, in year one, to “develop a subject access request (SAR) tool to help people make requests in ways which will help organisations to respond effectively. The tool will help people identify where to send their requests and explain what they should expect. The receiving organisation will receive information from the ICO to help them respond quickly and simply”.  



SAR Project objectives

The public can easily exercise 
their right of access.

The public better understand 
what information they are 

entitled to.

SAR’s submitted through the 
tool are clearer, more 

specific and more effective.

Organisation’s find it easier 
to respond appropriately to 

SAR’s.

The public get access to the 
relevant data they are 

entitled to.

Reduction in proportion of 
SAR’s that result in 

complaints to the ICO closed 
as “No further action – 

Insufficient information to 
proceed”.



Focus of Sprints 13 & 14

Manage and Monitor MMP service in Production

Deliver Welsh version of service into Production

Refine and test solution for email validation

Draft updated guidance for users

Refine process for identity verification of users

Define and develop a process allowing for SAR requests to be made on behalf of another user



Manage and 
monitoring 

service in 
Production

• 5411 submissions received through the service 
since it was launched on 02 August

• Time to complete the service stands at around 3 
minutes 49 seconds and completion rate is 
slightly up to 30%.

• User satisfaction remains high with survey 
questions on satisfaction, usability and clarity all 
scoring between 4.17 and 4.79 out of 5.

• Users are expressing an understanding of their 
rights and the law with scores increasing to 83.

• Organisations overall satisfaction is constant at 
3.04 and understanding of what is being 
requested of them levelled off at 3.77

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Averaging 66 submissions a day Dev Costs – to end of September £23k (incl. VAT). User survey numbers – 24 users and 115 organisationsTime to complete gone up to 3:49, but additional fields have been added for users to verify email address;  Organisation satisfaction gone from 3.15 to 3.04 and understanding of what is being asked gone from 3.79 to 3.77 but development work for 3rd party requests, user ID verification and Email validation should all lead to an increase in these scores (but may result in a reduction in user scores, if users feel it is  a burden to have to provide ID documentation).



Welsh language version
Welsh service now live 
to the public



Email validation

• DPIA completed
• SoR completed
• This feature has been deployed to Production 

environment
• Not yet live to the public due to delays with 

contract variation

Aim: Make it easier for customers to enter a 
correct organisation email, reduce non-
deliverables



Guidance for users

Aim: Improve users' understanding of the 
process before, during and after a 
request.

Actions:
- Redrafted guidance and mocked up new 

structure
- Consulted with PADPCS

- Next steps: GGB



User identity verification

Aim: Provide all the information an 
organisation need so that it is easier and 
quicker for them to action the request.

Actions:
- Desk based research
- Refinement
- Mock ups

- Next steps: Document upload virus checker



3rd party requests

Aim: Make the service as easy to use for 
third party requesters (and orgs receiving 
those requests) as 1st party requesters

Actions:
- Desk based research
- Refinement
- Mock ups

- Next steps: Document upload virus checker



Plan for Sprint 15

• Email validation: Get CVN signed off by Commercial Legal and deliver solution 
into Production for both English and Welsh versions

• Comms: Get comms to organisations signed off, arrange for inclusion in next 
newsletter and test pro-active email to all organisations using one sector to 
pilot.

• Bouncebacks / non-deliverables: Continue to develop automated solution for 
receiving, sorting and sending alert and advice emails to customers.

• Data dashboard: submit request to TDA for approval; develop and test solution.
• ID documents upload: Further refine virus checking solution
• User Research: Issuing follow up surveys to service users
• 3rd Party Requests: Develop and test solution



Questions



Risk: 
retention 

and excess 
data

Success measures or things to monitor

How many people do not upload information? What is 
an acceptable number?

Has satisfaction with the service gone down 
(requesters?)

Has satisfaction with the service gone up (orgs)

 % of views into conversions will go down -  but visitor 
conversions should hopefully stay the same

As an organisation receiving a SAR via
the ICO's service, I want a form of ID
and a proof of address attached to
the email when it arrives in my inbox
so that I can quickly verify the ID and
action the SAR

As the ICO, we want it to be clear that
asking for ID in the service is to help
orgs and requesters and is not a
reflection on our policy position so
that people continue follow their own
processes and we do not increase the
number of complaints to us about ID
verification

As a requester I want to be able to
provide proof of ID and address easily
so that doing so does not negatively
impact my experience using the SAR
service As a requester with no proof of

address and/or photo ID or who is
unable to upload documents, I want
to be able to use the ICO's SAR
service so that I am I not digitally
excluded

As a requester I want to be able to
take photos of my ID and proof of
address whilst using the service so
that it is quicker and automatically
uploads it for me

Quality assurance Upload options at 
bottom, non- 
mandatory.

Upload options and 
about me section moved 

to top of form

Make uploads mandatory 
unless someone specifies 

that they are unable to 
provide them



As a bank, we have a 
challenge with verifying 

the identity of a requestor
[when requests don't arrive
via our portal or phone] -- it

takes time and can 
frustrate the customer (H)

As a small GP surgery, 
it is harder to validate 

ID where a person 
doesnt have photo ID 

(eg refugees) so we use
other information such 
as last prescription (L)

As a medium sized LA, third 
party requests from parents 

and family members can make it 
complex and time consuming to 
respond to a request as we have 

to ensure they have the legal 
right to make the request (M)

As a medium sized LA 
validating ID can be 

time consuming 
because requests dont 

come from email we 
can validate or with ID 

attached (M)

Verification

As a very small LA, I 
struggle to get people to 
provide me with their 
ID for validation as they 

dont want to send it to me -
i need a way for them to 

upload it (M)

As a large government 
organisation, if 

requests don't come 
via the portal we often 
have to go back to get 

validation of ID (L)

As a bank, we will respond 
to requests that are 
probably vexatious 

because it can be easier 
and less time consuming 

that the complaint we may 
get from the requester (L)
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